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Grateful acknowledgement is made to the British Amusement, 
Catering and Trades Association's (BACTA) code of practice 
"Industry Standards - Coin-Operated Children's Rides", "A 
Code of Safe Practice at Fairs" by the Health & Safety 
Executive and to the Institute of Electrical Engineers' 
"Regulations for Electrical Installations" from where some of 
the material in this manual is taken. 
 
All quotes in italics are extracts from BACTA's code of practice 
mentioned above.  
 
Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Ltd. has produced this manual 
for guidance only and cannot be held responsible for any 
accident or injury caused as a result of it. To the best of our 
knowledge it represents good, sound advice. 
 
All claims made relating to Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) 
Ltd. operations are to the best of our knowledge true at the 
time of going to print. 
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Introduction to the Manual 
 
The 1987 Consumer Protection Act was amended by  the Health and Safety at Work 
etc. Act 1974 by the specific inclusion of “fairground equipment” which includes 
Children’s Rides.  
In support of the Health and Safety at Work atc. Act 1974 there is a voluntary code of 
practice entitled “A Code of Safe Practice at Fairs” published by the Health and Safety 
Executive which gives further specific guidance to manufacturers and operators of 
fairground rides.  
In general, however, any person, firm or organisation who/which has to any extent the 
control of any premises has a duty to ensure that there are no risks to people using 
those premises. Every employer has a duty to ensure the safety at work of all his 
employees, and others not specifically employed by him, so far as it is reasonably 
practicable. A damaged Children’s Ride with a sharp protrusion may cause injury to 
both emplyees and members of the public alike. The operator (i.e. the person having 
day to day responsibility for the ride) may be deemed legally responsible under the 
Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974.  
The purpose of this manual therefore is to inform the operator of his/her obligations and 
to advise him/her on what steps he/she must take in order to maintain and improve the 
safe operation of his/her Children’s Rides.  
The information within this manual has been designed to help you obtain the maximum 
from your children’s ride with the minimum trouble and cost.  
Your system is fully automatic in operation and requires very little attention. However, 
regular skilled servicing is advised to maintain the safe and efficient operation of rides 
and as such it is recommended that you read this manual before putting your ride into 
operation.  
This manual is written on the assumption that the person operating and servicing the 
machine have suitable mechanical and electrical knowledge to do so. As with any 
service manual however, not all steps are described in full.  
All Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Ltd. children’s rides are manufactured and 
assembled using good sound engineering practices. Rides are subjected to a thorough 
examination and are issued with a test certificate before leaving the factory. Every 
passenger-carrying amusement device in operational use, together with all its ancillary 
parts and gears, should be thoroughly examined at least once every 14-month period. 
If you have purchased a children’s ride from Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Ltd. it is 
your responsibility to have the ride re-tested. Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Ltd. will 
be happy to quote for this examination for all Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Ltd.  
children’s rides sold by us.  
 
      For further information, contact: 
 

          Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Ltd.  
           Heath Road, Skegness Industrial Estate 
          Skegness, Lincolnshire, PE25 3SU, England 
          Telephone +44 (0)1754 896800 
            
 
Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Ltd. reserves the right to make alterations to 
specifications without prior notice. 
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Safety instructions 
 
• These rides have been designed, manufactured and tested in accordance with 

the BACTA Industry Standards for Coin Operated Children’s Rides. 
 
 
• It is the policy of Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Ltd. to ensure that all products 

are designed, manufactured, tested and released to conform with statutory safety 
requirements. In support of this policy, all WARNING LABELS attached to 
components, assemblies or affixed to the ride must be observed. Failure to do so 
may result in a SAFETY HAZARD. 

 
• All items contained within the machine are used within their specification limits 

and in accordance with sound engineering practice. 
 
• “WARNING: THIS APPARATUS MUST BE EARTHED. DANGEROUS 

VOLTAGES EXIST WITHIN THE EQUIPMENT.” 
 
• This equipment is “Class 1 apparatus” as defined in the International Electro-

technical Commission (IEC) Publications 65. 
 
• Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Ltd. strongly recommends that the socket outlet 

supplying the children’s ride is protected by an R.C.D. (i.e. residual current 
device). 

 
• To prevent electrical shock, do not remove screws or covers, or insert any 

metallic object into the machine. 
 
• High voltages may exist within the machine, even some after the power has been 

disconnected, so use extreme caution. 
 
• Servicing should only be carried out by suitably qualified engineers. 
 
• STATIC ELECTRICITY CAN DAMAGE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS. Before 

handling printed circuit boards be sure to discharge the static build-up in your 
body by making skin contact with a known earth point. 

 
• The machine must be protected by a 13A fuse in the mains plug or distribution 

board.  
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• The wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code: 
 

 
 
As the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this apparatus may not correspond with 
the colour markings identifying the terminals in your plug, proceed as follows: 
 

A     The wire which is coloured GREEN AND YELLOW must be connected to 
the terminal in the plug which is marked by the letter “E”, or by the safety 
earth symbol or coloured green or green-and-yellow. 

 
 B      The wire that is coloured BLUE must be connected to the terminal that is 

marked  with the letter N or coloured black. 
 

  C      The wire that is coloured BROWN must be connected to the terminal that is 
marked with the letter L or coloured red. 

 
• Never adjust or put hands into operating machinery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           230V           
 
           Earth     =   GREEN & YELLOW      
            
          Neutral  =   BLUE 
 
          Live       =   BROWN 

          110V  
 
          Earth          =       GREEN 
 
          Neutral       =       WHITE 
 
          Live            =       BLACK 
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Introduction to electronics

The electronic components of a ride are
dependent upon the functions that have been
requested by the operator and functions that are
available to a specific ride.

The following descriptions, wiring layouts and
colour codings give a general view of the
electronics within the rides.

It must be remembered that each model of ride
may differ slightly in the design of its electronics.

Timer/Control Units

Two types of Timer/Control Unit have been used,
they are:

Up to 1st. January 1996
PC 001/002

From 1st January 1996
V3 (VERSION 3)

Description of Timer/Control Units

The Timer/Control Unit is a multi-function
programmable unit, which is customised to the
operator’s requirements.

The unit is managed by an interchangeable
Programmable Integrated Circuit (PIC) software
device. The unit also incorporates interchangeable
Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
(EPROM) chips.

The PIC and EPROM’s supply the following
functions:

PIC: for management control of, cost, credit,
time and some lighting etc.

PC 001/002 is fitted with EPROM 1 & EPROM 2
for sound effects and oral instructions.

V3 has between two and four EPROMs. Each
EPROM can have different size memories for
producing sound effects and oral instructions.

The PC 001/002 consists of:

a Step down transformer 230V/110V AC - 12V
SELV.

b Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) protected by
fuses. (see PC 001/002 diagram for fuse
ratings)

c Fused outlet. (see PC 001/002 diagram for fuse
rating)

d 12V SELV outlets.

e Fine adjustment for ride duration.

The adjustment knob is located either inside or
outside the casing, depending on the
construction of the unit.

f Volume control located outside of casing.

The V3 consists of:

a Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) protected by
fuses. (see V3 diagram for fuse ratings)

b 12V SELV outlets.

c Fine adjustment for ride duration. The
adjustment switch is located outside of casing.

d Volume control located outside of casing.

The V3 is linked to a separate power unit.

The V3 Power Unit consists of:

e Step down transformer 230V/110V AC - 12V
SELV

f Fuses (see V3 diagram for fuse ratings)

g Filter

4.2 Electronics
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Timer/control Units V3 & BOT 1 and Power Supply Units (from 1st Jan 1996)

WIRING LAYOUT
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Timer/Control Unit, V3 (From 1st January 1996)

WIRING COLOURS AND CONNECTIONS
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Connections to 37 way ‘D’ plug

Pin no. Wire colour Function

1 Grey Flashing lights output
2 Grey Flashing lights output
3 N/C N/C
4 Yellow 12v A.C. input
5 Yellow 12v A.C. input
6 N/C N/C
7 Red 12v+
8 Black Gnd/Com/Neg/0v
9 White/Red Accumulated input

10 Grey/Blue Inhibitted output
11 N/C N/C
12 Green Audio output
13 Green Audio output
14 N/C N/C
15 Yellow/Red Start button lamp
16 Yellow/Red Start button lamp
17 N/C N/C
18 Green/Red Output from M/C pin 18
19 Pink/Black Solid state relay 0v
20 White/Black Coin counter 0v
21 N/C N/C
22 Red/Blue Motion detector
23 White Start button switch
24 Grey/Black Sound Fx 4
25 Yellow/Black Sound Fx 3
26 Orange/Black Sound Fx 2
27 Red/Black Sound Fx 1
28 N/C N/C
29 White Data input / serial in

30 White/Red P/S input switch
31 N/C N/C
32 Blue Serial in/out clock
33 White/Black S/P output switch
34 N/C N/C
35 Red/Brown VCC 5v+
36 Violet/Red Data output / serial out
37 N/C N/C





Operation of Timer/Control Unit

Stage 1

a 230V/110V mains power supplied to the
Timer/Control Unit. (Optional spur off to
auxiliary Power Supply Unit (PSU) such as
light chaser for TTCar)

b 230V/110V outlet from Timer/Control Unit
via 13 amp fuse to solid state relay

c 12V SELV outlet from Timer/Control Unit to
coin mechanism and flashing lights.

Stage 2

a Coins fed into the coin mechanism are
identified and decoded into units, i.e. 10P
= 1 unit, 50P = 5 units etc. A single pulse
is sent to the timer for each unit.

b The Timer/Control Unit registers the units
and calculates and records the credits, i.e.
2 units = 1 credit etc.

The units are also recorded onto an internal
and external counter. (Credits are
programmable, i.e. 2 units = 1 credit, 4
units = 2 credits, 5 units = 3 credits etc.
This only applies if Multimech timer is
fitted.)

c Once a credit has been recorded in the
memory the start button is energised.
(Optional oral prompt to the press the start
button can be given.)

Electronics 4.11
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Stage 3

a Pressing the start button triggers the timer,
which deducts one credit from its memory
(Not the counter).

b A 12V SELV pulse triggers the solid state
relay, supplying 230V/110V AC to the motor
and optional auxiliary PSU i.e., Rolling road.
(Ride will run for a pre-set duration).

c The timer activates background sound
effects and energises the joystick (where
fitted) and sound select buttons.

Stage 4; see the diagrams at stages 1, 2 and 3

Once the ride has completed its cycle the system
will revert to either stage 1 if only one ride was
paid for, or (if Multimech timer is fitted.) stage 2 if
multiple rides were paid for.

a When a coin is inserted it will advance the
counter in one unit increments i.e.*

10p = 1 unit
50p = 5 units
£1 = 10 units

(*only applies if Multimech timer is fitted.)

b Start button will be powered when sufficient
units have been registered to equal a credit i.e.

3 units = 1 credit

c Timer/Control Unit will record an accumlation of
credits.

d Once pressed the Timer/Control Unit will
deduct one credit and energise the start button
again at the end of the ride for the next credit.

e Speaker will get imputs for background sounds
and selected sound effects from the joystick or
buttons.

f Oral prompt to press start button.

4.12 Electronics
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Maintenance

WARNING See safety instructions in Section 2.

STATIC ELECTRICITY CAN DAMAGE

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS.

Before handling printed circuit boards,

discharge the static build-up in your

body by making skin contact with a

known earth point.

The only electronic maintenance available to
engineers on site is the replacement of the PIC
and EPROMs on the mother board and any inline
fuses. For further information on circuitry and
component replacement, contact R G Mitchell
Limited.

PIC and EPROM replacement

Removal:

1 Use a chip puller

or

2 Hold the chip at either end between the thumb
and forefinger.

3 Ease the chip from its socket with a direct
upward pull.

Fitting:

1 Hold the chip at either end between the thumb
and forefinger.

2 Align the chip so that the notched end of the
chip matches the notched end in the socket.

3 Align the pins with the respective socket holes.

4 Carefully press the chip into the socket.

Fuse Replacement

Following the replacement of any 10 or 13 amp
fuse and prior to mains power being reconnected
a PAT test should be carried out. (see Electronic
Section Index for PAT test)

For fuse identification and location. (see
Timer/Control Unit, Main components)

Free Play Mode

Pc 001/002 Timer/contol Unit Only

1 Gain access to the PC 001/002 Timer/control
unit and remove its top cover.

2 Replace the PIC chip with one labelled “1
Coin”.

3 Gain access to the rear of the start button.

4 Ensure the common pin on the start button has
a black wire going to the black on the timer
start button connections.

5 Change the white wire to the normally closed
connection on the start button switch to the
normally open.

6 Fit a red/white wire from the normally open to
“A” on the timer or interface box.

7 To return to pay mode, return connections to
original positions and remove the link wire.

Free Play Mode

V3 Timer/contol unit only

1 Gain access to the V3 Timer/control unit.

2 Locate the Ride Time control switches (situated
on the outside of the casing below the 37 way
pin plug)

3 Switch 5 controls the Free Play Mode.

4 Switch UP for Free Play Mode ON.
Switch DOWN for Free Play Mode OFF.

Electronic Interface Unit

Used only with S5 electronic coin mechanisms

The interface unit is used in conjunction with S5
electronic coin mechanisms only. Its sole purpose
is to convert the ribbon lead output from the coin
mechanism to a standard cable input to the
timer/control unit.

Rolling Road PSU (if fitted)

Used only with PC 001/002 Timer/contol unit

This PSU converts 230V/110V AC direct from the
mains supply to 12 volts SELV for an electric
motor and consists of a 230V/110V AC - 12V
SELV step down transformer and a 1amp fuse.

Electronics 4.13
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Light Chaser PSU (if fitted)

Used only with PC 001/002 Timer/contol unit

This PSU receives 230V AC from the timer/Control
unit via the relay and converts it to 12V SELV for
an internal light chaser circuit. The unit consists of
a 230V AC - 12V SELV step down transformer, a
2amp fused PCB and an operator adjustable light
flasher control on the outside of the unit case.

Alarm Unit (if fitted)

The alarm is a self-contained battery operated
system activated by a micro switch mounted on
the cash box door. The PP3 batteries are fitted in
the unit itself.

To replace alarm batteries:

1 Gain access to the alarm unit through the
relevant access panel.

2 Locate and remove the top from the alarm unit.

3 Replace the battery.

4.14 Electronics
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Coin Mechanisms (Electronic)
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Note: The C120 and G-13 function in a similar manner.
Provided that they are fitted as a complete unit (i.e.
frontplate with mechanism body) they are fully
interchangeable.
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CashFlow 330 validator

Coin Mechanisms - Electronic 6.21

CashFlow 330 shown with
flight deck open

CashFlow 330 showing
port for interface unit
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Customer operation of toy Page 10.19.1

Emptying the cash box 10.19.2

Alarm system (where fitted) 10.19.2

Servicing 10.19.3

Description
‘The School Bus and the Bus Story Teller are
two rides that are basically of the same
construction. The main differences between the
the two models are the operation of the sound
button switches (2) and the installation of a
rolling road screen (5).

Customer operation of toys
Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before a ride has been credited) the
headlights (1) and the interior button switches (2)
(on the School Bus) flash constantly. A teaser
attraction sound track repeats every 120
seconds.

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the
coin mechanism (4).

If the timer/controller (situated beneath the seat),
has decided that the value of money which was
received by the coin mechanism was not enough
to give a ride, then an oral request to add more
money will be given and repeated every 30
seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides,
then the yellow start button (3) will flash, and an
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given.

Immediately that the start button (3) has been
pressed the toy will begin to move backwards
and forwards on its base. Whilst in motion a
constant background sound will be heard.

The dashboard of the School Bus displays a
rolling road (5) and sound effects are available
on pressing the coloured button switches (2).

issue 01, 1200
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Weight 75 kg
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The Bus Story Teller has no rolling road, but is
fitted with six large button switches (7).

Immediately that the start button (3) has been
pressed, one of the button switches (7) will flash
and an accompanying sound is heard. When
another button is randomly pressed, the flashing
and sound of the first button will stop, as the
second button begins its sequence.

When the duration of the ride has been reached,
the toy will stop moving, and an oral message will
be given saying that the ride has finished.

Maintenance
WARNING Read safety instructions first and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Alarm System
Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm unit (12) is usually to be found beneath
the seat, behind the control unit (13), but on some
models it may be situated within the base unit.

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (14) that
is released when the cash box door (15) is
opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
open the base access panel (10). This deactivates
micro-switch (11) that is depressed by the panel.

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the

power supply, the alarm will be activated.

To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be
necessary to periodically replace the battery. The
batteries are located within the base of the alarm
unit.

Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by opening the
base access panel (10). This deactivates a
micro-switch (11).

Unlock and open the cash box door (15). Release
the cash box (16) by removing the clip or padlock.
Slide the cash box out and empty.

Refit in the reverse order.

Credits counter

The credits counter (17) is attached to the rear of
the access panel (17A). (On some machines the
counter may be found either inside the base unit
or in the cash box compartment.)

10.19.2 MAINTENANCE
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Transportation
WARNING Read Safety section of this manual,

and disconnect electrical power

before moving the machine.

Towing jack

The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving
the machine.

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing
eye. Insert the hook of the jack into the towing
eye (21).

Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its plinth. The machine can now be
pulled along with the jack handle.

Servicing
WARNING Read safety instructions first and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Base access panel

The panel (10) at the rear of the base will give
access for servicing the P.S. unit, and relays.
Greater access can be gained by removing the
glass fibre cover (81) from the base. (See page
10.19.5)

Timer/controller: removal / replacing

With the key, remove the timer/controller unit (13)
and disconnect it from its plug (13A).

Speaker: removal / replacing

Gain access to the rear of the speaker by
unlocking and removing the timer/controller unit
(13).

Remove the four screws (60) retaining the
speaker (61). Disconnect the wires from the
speaker.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

SERVICING 10.19.3
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing Coin Mechanism.

Working on the Coin Mechanism or

Ribbon Cable with power ON can

cause damage to chips in the Coin

Mechanism and Timer/Control Unit.

The coin mechanism (4) is released by the use of
a key (4A). Once released, unplug the
mechanism from the interface unit (6).

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted

there will be no interface, but it will need to

be disconnected from a micro-switch.

For further details about the unit see the relevant
coin mechanism section in this manual.

Start switch & Button switches

From the front the start switch (3) & button
switches (2 & 7) appear to be different, but from
the rear they are of identical construction.

The switches (70) are illuminated by a bulb (71).
The bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (72)
that is pushed into the back of the switch.

(The retainer (72) also has a micro-switch clipped
to it.)

Bulb: replacement

Switch OFF the main power supply to the
machine!

Gain access to the rear of the switches by
removing the coin mechanism (4), (as
described above).

Locate the bulb retainer (72) and pull it straight
out of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and
will require some effort to pull out.

Pull the bulb (71) from the retainer (72) and
replace it with a new one.

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
button switch. The tabs (X) of the switch
must align with the slots (Y) of the retainer.
Push firmly on the retainer until it is heard to
click into place.

Start and Button switches: replacement

Remove the bulb & retainer (72) as previously
described.

Unscrew the locking ring (73) from the back of
button switch.

Withdraw the button switch (70) from the
console.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

issue 01, 1200
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Base cover: removal / replacing

Within the base unit, release the loom from the
cradle clip (C) by removing the rubber strap
Place on the floor a padded mat (24) large
enough to take the machine when it is laid on
its side.
Carefully lay the machine down on the mat.
Release the power cable gland (30).
The glass fibre cover (31) is fastened to the
base frame by four screws (32).
Remove the four screws (32).
Pull the cover (31) clear of the machine.
The machine can now be stood upright.

This gives access to:

Gearbox (50)

Belt (51)

Motor (52)

Crank (53)

Power supply (P.S.) unit (54)

Solid state relay, motor (55)

Solid state relay, rolling road (56)

Frame, sliding (57)

Frame, base (58)

Mains filter (where fitted) (59)

Refit cover in the reverse order.

Toy from base: removal / replacing

If possible, place the complete ride on a work
bench.

Remove the front (38) and rear covers (39).

To give access to the front retaining nuts (40),
move the toy forwards either by using its own
motor power or by manually turning the gearbox
belt (51).

Remove the front nuts (40). from under the sliding
frame. (They are fastened onto screws that are
captivated on the underside of the toy.)

Remove the rear access cover (41).

Through the rear access, remove the two nuts
(42) from under the sliding frame.

Remove the timer/controller from beneath the seat
as previously described (page 10.19.3). Under the
seat locate the loom main terminal block.
Disconnect the terminal block by pulling its two
halves apart.

Push the base half of the terminal block through
the hole in the floor of the toy.

Carefully lift the toy (43) off the base, making sure
that the four captive bolts in the floor of the toy
are clear of the sliding frame (57).

Reassemble the toy (43) to the base in the
reverse order.
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Rolling Road

The rolling road (26) consists of a film wrapped
around the inside of a transparent drum (27),
which is illuminated from the inside by a bulb
(28). The drum is rotated by the motor (29).

Note: Should the motor fail, the heat from the bulb

could melt the film.

Replacing the Bulb

Remove the screen (25) by releasing its fixing
screws.
At the motor end of the drum, where it attaches
to the drive shaft, loosen the two diagonally
opposed screws.
Slide the drum off the shaft. Once clear of the
shaft, the drum can be tilted and slid clear of
the bulb.
Remove/replace the bulb (28). Refit drum and
screen.

Replacing the Rolling Road Motor or ’Road’
film

To replace the rolling road motor or ‘road’ film it is
necessary to remove the complete rolling road
assembly (26) as follows..........

Start the toy into motion so that it is moving
backwards and forwards. When the toy is at its
farthest point forward, switch off the main
power supply.

Place on the floor a padded mat (24) large
enough to take the machine when it is laid on
its side. Carefully lay the machine down on the
mat.

Remove the panel (33).

Release any rolling road cables from their clips
down the forward face of the console.

Remove the two screws (30) supporting the
rolling road.
Extract the complete rolling road assembly
through the opening (33).

Remove the drum (27) from where it is
attached to the drive shaft by loosening the two
diagonally opposed screws.

Slide the drum off the shaft. Once clear of the
shaft, the drum can be tilted and slid clear of
the bulb.

‘Road’ Film: The film is held in place within the
drum (27) by double-sided adhesive tape.

Peel the film free from the adhesive tape and
slide it out. (Note the orientation of the film
before removing it.)

Cut the new film to the same length as the old
one.

Roll it and slide it into the drum, ensuring it is
in the correct way around.

Fasten the film in place with adhesive tape.

Re-assemble the drum and refit the assembly
back into the console.

Rolling Road motor

Note:There should never be a need to replace a
Rolling Road Motor, but if there was
proceed as follows ............

Remove the drum as previously described.
Remove the nuts and bolts that retain the
motor/gearbox (29) and withdraw the complete
assembly. (The motor and gearbox are
replaced as a unit.)

10.19.6 SERVICING
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Customer operation of toy
Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before a ride has been credited)  the
headlights (1) and the console button switches
(2) flash constantly. A teaser attraction sound
track repeats every 120 seconds. 

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the
coin mechanism (4).

If the timer/controller (situated beneath the seat) ,
has decided that the value of money which was
received by the coin mechanism was not enough 
to give a ride, then an oral request to add more
money will be given and repeated every 30
seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides,
then the yellow start button (3) will flash, and an
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given.

Immediately that the start button (3) has been
pressed the toy will begin to move backwards
and forwards on its base. Whilst in motion a
constant background sound will be heard.

Additional sound effects are available on pressing 
the coloured button switches  (2). 

When the pre-set duration of the ride has been
reached, the toy will stop moving, and an oral
message will be given saying that the ride has
finished. 
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Maintenance
WARNING Read safety instructions first and

disconnect electrical power before
opening any access panels.

Credits counter
The credits counter is situated either within the
rear of the base unit (17), or on later models, it is
positioned to the right of the cash box door (56).

Alarm System 
Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.
The alarm unit (12) is usually to be found beneath 
the seat, behind the control unit (13), but on some 
models it may be situated within the base unit.
The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (14) that
is released when the cash box door (15) is
opened. 

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
open the base access panel (10). This deactivates 
micro-switch (11) that is depressed by the panel.

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the
power supply, the alarm will be activated.

To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be
necessary to periodically replace the battery. The
batteries are located within the base of the alarm
unit.

Emptying the cash box
The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.  
Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by opening the
base access panel (10). This deactivates a
micro-switch (11).
Unlock and open the cash box door  (15). Release 
the cash box (16) by removing the clip or padlock. 
Slide the cash box out and empty.
Refit in the reverse order.

10.20.2 MAINTENANCE
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Transportation
WARNING Read Safety section of this manual,

and disconnect electrical power
before moving the machine.

Towing jack
The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving 
the machine.

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing
eye. Insert the hook of the jack into the towing
eye (21).
Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its plinth. The machine can now be
pulled along with the jack handle.

Servicing
WARNING Read safety instructions first and       

disconnect electrical power before
opening any access panels.

Base access panel
The panel (10) at the rear of the base will give
access for servicing the P.S. unit, relay and
credits counter. Greater access can be gained by
removing the glass fibre cover (31) from the base. 
(See page  10.20.5)

Timer/controller: removal / replacing
With the key, remove the timer/controller unit (13)
and disconnect it from its plug (13A).

SERVICING 10.20.3
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power
before removing Coin Mechanism.
Working on the Coin Mechanism or
Ribbon Cable with power ON can
cause damage to chips in the Coin
Mechanism and Timer/Control Unit.

The coin mechanism (4) is released by the use of
a key (4A). Once released, unplug the
mechanism from the interface unit (6). 

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted
there will be no interface, but it will need to
be disconnected from a micro-switch.

For further details about the unit see the relevant
coin mechanism section in this manual.

Speaker: removal / replacing
Gain access to the rear of the speaker by
removing the coin mechanism (4) (as described
above).
Remove the four screws (60) retaining the
speaker (61). Extract the speaker through the coin 
mechanism aperture
Disconnect the wires from the speaker.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Start switch & Button switches
From the front the start switch (3) & button
switches (2) appear to be different, but from the
rear they are of identical construction.

The switches (70) are illuminated by a bulb (71).
The bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (72)
that is pushed into the back of the switch. 
(The retainer (72) also has a micro-switch clipped
to it.)

Bulb: replacement

Switch OFF the main power supply to the
machine!

Gain access to the rear of the switches by
removing the coin mechanism (4), (as
described above) .
Locate the bulb retainer (72) and pull it straight 
out of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and
will require some effort to pull out.
Pull the bulb (71) from the retainer (72) and
replace it with a new one.
Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
button  switch. The tabs (X) of the switch must
align with the slots (Y) of the retainer.  Push
firmly on the retainer until it is heard to click
into place.

Start and Button switches: replacement
Remove the bulb & retainer  (72) as previously
described.
Unscrew the locking ring  (73) from the back of
button switch.
Withdraw the button switch (70) from the
console.
Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Base cover: removal / replacing

Within the base unit, release the loom from the
cradle clip (C) by removing the rubber strap
Place on the floor a padded mat (24) large
enough to take the machine when it is laid on
its side.
Carefully lay the machine down on the mat.
Release the power cable gland (30).
The glass fibre cover (31) is fastened to the
base frame by four screws (32).
Remove the four screws (32).
Pull the cover (31) clear of the machine.
The machine can now be stood upright.

This gives access to:
         Gearbox (50)
         Belt (51)
         Motor (52)
         Crank (53)
         Power supply (P.S.) unit (54)
         Solid state relay for motor (55)

         Credits counter (56) [Some rides have 
         the Credits counter on the dashboard 
         of the toy]

         Frame, sliding (57)
         Frame, base (58)
         Mains filter (where fitted) (59)

  Refit cover in the reverse order.

Toy from base: removal / replacing
If possible, place the complete ride on a work
bench.
Remove the timer/controller from beneath the seat 
as previously described (page 10.20.3). Under the 
seat locate the loom main terminal block.
Disconnect the terminal block by pulling its two
halves apart.

Push the base half of the terminal block through
the hole in the floor of the toy.

Via the access panel under the front of the toy,
remove the two front bolts (40). (The bolts are
screwed into captive nuts welded to the sliding
frame.)
Remove from the base the rear panel (41).
From inside the rear of the base, remove the two
nuts (42) from under the sliding frame.

Carefully lift the toy (43) off the base.
Reassemble the toy (43) to the base in the
reverse order.
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Customer operation of toy
The Budgie is a two seater Children’s Ride.

Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply the external and interior console (9) lights
flash constantly.

A teaser sound track repeats every 120 seconds
when the ride is not credited.

A yellow “Start” button (20) flashes when a ride
has been credited.

This is followed by an oral request, either; “Press
Start Button” or “Insufficient Money”.

Immediately that the “Start” button (20) has been
pressed the toy will begin to move up and down
on its base. Whilst in motion there is a constant
engine sound.

On the console are mounted two joysticks (10).
When the joysticks are moved, different sounds
are heard.

When the pre-set duration of the ride has been
reached, the ride will stop, accompanied by the
oral prompt of “Thank You”.

Maintenance

Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by opening the
base access panel (60). This deactivates a
micro-switch (2).

Unlock and open the cash box door (1).

Release the cash box (5) by removing the clip or
padlock. Slide the cash box out and empty.

Refit in the reverse order.
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Weight & Dimensions
Weight 120 kg

Length 180 cm

Width 74 cm

Height 168 cm
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Cancelling or disarming the
alarm system (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm unit (35), (when fitted), is within the
base unit.

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch that is
released when the cash box door is opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
open the base access panel (60). This deactivates
a micro-switch that is depressed by the panel.

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the

power supply, the alarm will be activated.

Should the alarm have been operating for some
time, it will be necessary to replace the batteries.
The batteries are located in the base of the alarm
unit (35).

Credits counter

The credits counter is either situated within the
base of the machine (36), or inside the cash box
compartment (36A). (See opposite page.)

Servicing
WARNING Read safety instructions first.

Disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Base access panel

The panel (60) at the rear of the base will give
access for servicing the P.S. Unit, Timer/Control
Unit, Relay and Alarm (where fitted). Greater
access can be gained by removing the glass fibre
cover (28) from the base. (See following.)

Base cover: removal / replacing

Disconnect the loom connector (25) under toy.

Remove the four bolts (26) from the toy
mounting brackets, and lift the toy clear of the
base.

Remove the screws (27) from around the base
cover. Lift the cover (28), complete with gaiters
(29), clear of the base. Care should be taken
when feeding the loom through the gaiter.

Pull the cover (28) clear of the base.

This gives access to:

Alarm (where fitted) (35)

Timer/Control Unit (37)

Gearbox (50)

Belt (51)

Motor (52)

Crank (53)

Power supply (P.S.) unit (54)

Solid state relay (55)

Refit cover in the reverse order.

10.21.2 SERVICING
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing Coin Mechanism.

Working on the Coin Mechanism or

Ribbon Cable with power ON can

cause damage to chips in the Coin

Mechanism and Timer/Control Unit

The coin mechanism (6) is released by the use of
a key (A). Once released, unplug the mechanism
from the interface unit (7).

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted

there will be no interface, but it will need to

be disconnected from a micro-switch.

For further details about the unit see the relevant
Coin mechanism section in this manual.

Console: removal / replacing

The top of the console (15) is retained by
washers and two wing nuts (17) screwed on to
two captive bolts situated below the
windscreen.

To access the wing nuts it is necessary to
remove the coin mechanism (6).

Remove the two wing nuts (17).

Remove the two screws (18) at the base of the
console.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

SERVICING 10.21.3
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Console lights: removal / replacing

To gain access to the rear of the Lights (19),
remove the Coin Mechanism (6). If greater
access is required it will be necessary to
remove the console (15).
To replace a bulb; dismantle the light by
unscrewing it.
Reassemble in the reverse order.

Start Button Switch: removal/replacing

To gain access to the rear of the Start Button
(20), remove the Coin Mechanism (6). If
greater access is required it will be necessary
to remove the console (15).

Start Button

The Start Button (20) is illuminated by a bulb
(11). The bulb is mounted within a snap-in
retainer (12) that is pushed into the back of
the switch.
(The retainer (12) also has a micro-switch
clipped to it.)

Bulb replacement:

Gain access to the rear of the switch by
removing the Coin Mechanism (6).

Locate the bulb retainer (12) and pull it
straight out of the button switch. The retainer is
a tight fit and will require some effort to pull it
out.

Pull the bulb (11) from the retainer (12) and
replace it with a new one.

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
button switch. The tabs (X) of the switch
must align with the slots (Y) of the retainer.
Push firmly on the retainer until it is heard to
click into place.

Start Button replacement

Remove the bulb/retainer (12) as previously
described.

Unscrew the locking ring (B) from the back of
button switch.

Withdraw the button switch (20) from the
console.

Refit in the reverse order.

Joysticks: removal / replacing

It is necessary to remove the console (15)
(see previous page), to access the underside
of the Joysticks (10).

Remove the four screws retaining the Joystick.

Remove the Joystick, noting the wire colours
and their terminal positions (see Joystick
wiring diagram).
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Seat: removal / replacing

The seat (39) is retained by screws (8).

Remove the screws and lift out seat.

Caution: Mounted within the seat is a speaker
(40), this has wires connected to it which will
need to be disconnected.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Speaker: removal / replacing

It is necessary to remove the seat to access the
speaker (see above).

Disconnect the wires from the back of the
speaker.

The speaker (40) is retained in the seat by the
screws (41). Remove these screws.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Helicopter rotor

Rotor light

To remove the light (42), unscrew the two
screws retaining its lens cover, then remove the
screws holding the light base to the rotor.
Disconnect the wiring.

Rotor blade

To remove the rotor proceed as follows:
Remove the rotor light as described above.
From inside the cockpit, unfasten the screws
retaining the cover plate (44).
Remove the nuts (45) holding the cover
retaining bar (46), the spacer nuts (47) and the
nuts (48) securing the rotor fixing bolts (49).
Lift off the rotor (43).
Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Customer operation of toy
This children’s ride is a realistic simulation of a
dodgem.

Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply, a teaser demonstration of the ride’s
features is repeated every 15 minutes.

The ride is activated by inserting the correct
amount of money into the coin mechanism (1), or
note validator. If the amount inserted is insufficient
a verbal request to add more money will be given.

Assuming that the coins or notes inserted are
sufficient, the start button will flash and a verbal
request will be given to ‘Press the start button’ (3).
If the start button is not pressed within 30
seconds, the ride will auto start.

The console screen (2) displays a computer
generated image of a dodgem stadium with
several cars driving randomly around.

As the steering wheel (5) is turned, the dodgem
can be driven into one of the dodgems on the
screen. When a collision occurs the ride will
judder.

Turning the steering wheel also controls the
sideways motion of the ride. When it is released,
the steering wheel will self centre, as will the
sideways motion of the ride.

The speed of the action on the screen display can
be increased or decreased by moving the
High/Low gear lever (6).

When the duration of the ride has been reached,
the toy will stop moving, and a verbal message
will be given saying that the ride has ended.
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Weight & Dimensions
Weight 148 kg

Length 158 cm

Width 99 cm

Height 185 cm
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NOTE: There are two of methods of
crediting the dodgem.

(A) A single coin mechanism (as shown
above, item 1).

(B) A double coin mechanism with a note
validator (as shown at the bottom of page
10.22.2).



Maintenance
Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by inserting and
turning key (10). This deactivates the micro-switch
(11).

Unlock and open the cash box door (12).

Some cash boxes are secured with a locked latch
(14). Release the latch and slide the cash box out.
Empty the box and refit in the reverse order.

Cancelling or disarming the
alarm system (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm unit, (where fitted), is situated within the
base unit.

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (11) that
is released when the cash box door is opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
insert and turn key (10). This deactivates the
micro-switch (11).

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the

power supply, the alarm will be activated.

Should the alarm have been operating for some
time, it will be necessary to replace the batteries.
The batteries are located in the base of the alarm
unit.

Credits counter (console or rear compartment)

The credits counter (4) is mounted either on the
console or within the top rear compartment. It
displays the total number of coins and notes
inserted into the coin and note mechanisms.

Credits counter (on screen)

Inside the top rear compartment are two buttons
(15 & 16). These buttons are used to adjust the
credits value. Press either button and the value of
the credit will appear on the console screen (2)
for five seconds.

Also on the screen will be the total number of
rides, and the total monies collected.

Regulating value of credits
Use buttons (15 & 16) as follows......

Press and hold, for at least five seconds, button
(15) to increase the value of each credit by
increments of 10 for every pulse.

Press button (16), and hold, to decrease it.

The new value of the credit appears on the
console screen (2).

10.22.2 SERVICING
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Transportation

WARNING Read Safety section of this manual,

and disconnect electrical power before

moving the machine.

Towing jack

The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving
the machine.

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing
eye. Insert the hook of the jack into the towing eye
(21).

Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its four rubber feet and onto the front
castors (23). The machine can now be pulled
along with the jack handle.

Servicing

WARNING Read safety instructions first.

Disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Base access panels

The two panels (25) either side of the base cover
(26) give access to all electronic components.

Base electronic components

(Up to April 2004)

Base cover (26) removed for clarity.

It is not necessary to remove the base
cover to access any electronics.

27 Keyboard, (attached to the base
side panel).

28 Mouse

29 Speakers

30 Actuator driver board

31 Power supply

32 Alarm (where fitted)

33 Computer case
(Note that to remove the computer
case it is necessary to unscrew the bolt
(34) securing the locking strap).

35 CD drive

36 Console screen power supply

37 Flash card

SERVICING 10.22.3
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Electronic components

(From April 2004)

1 Side panel

2 Power supply, actuator

3 Power supply, screen

4 Actuator

5 Cooling fan, side panel

6 Power supply, cooling fans on computer and
side panels.

7 Computer

8 Cooling fans, computer

9 Power supply, computer

10 Mouse

11 Key board (attached to side panel)

12 Driver board, actuator

13 Stop switches

14 speakers

10.22.3A SERVICING
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Base mechanical
components

35 Base frame

36 Swivel frame

37 Swivel actuator

38 Centre bearing

39 Bump stops

Centralizing switches

40 Left & right travel switches

41 Left & right end stop switches

The travel switches & end stop
switches control the amount of
movement permitted to the actuator.
The distance of travel is set by
adjusting the stop screws (42).

Toy to base: removal / replacing

The toy (47) is fastened to the swivel
frame (36) by four captivated bolts
bonded into the base of the toy. The
bolts pass through the swivel frame
and are secured on the underside
with washers and locking nuts (43).

To remove the toy: Remove the four
locking nuts (43). Disconnect all
cables connecting the toy to the
base, then lift off the toy.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Swivel actuator: removal / replacing

The actuator is retained at each end by a bolt.
The bolts (44 & 45) are accessed via the side
panels. It should not be necessary to remove the
toy.

Unscrew the bolts and disconnect the wires from
the connector block.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Centre bearing: removal / replacing

Remove the toy (47) from the swivel frame (36)
(as previously described on this page). This gives
access to the heads of the four bolts (51)
retaining the centre bearing (38).

Unfasten bolt (44) retaining the actuator (37).

Release the two opposed grubscrews (46)
retaining the bearing.

Lift off the swivel frame complete with bearing.

Grip the heads of the bolts (51) and remove the
nuts (50) retaining the bearing.

Withdraw the bearing.

Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Beacon pole: removal / replacing

Gain access to the base of the pole (80) by
unlocking and opening the coin mechanism door
(88).

From under the metal plate (89) that is bonded to
the body, unscrew the large locking nut (81). Do
not lose washer (82).

Remove the four screws (83) and washers from
the pole mounting flange.

Carefully lift the pole (80) clear of the toy.

Disconnect the wiring block (85).

To change the bulb in the flashing light (86) at the
top of the pole, it is necessary to remove the lens
by unfastening the screws (87).

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Base feet: removal / replacing

Lay a padded mat on the floor large enough to
take the dodgem when laid on its side.

Lay the dodgem over onto the mat.

Remove the four screws (90) and washers (91)
retaining the base cover (92).

Pull the cover clear of the base.

There is now access to the nuts (93) that are
bonded to the feet (94).

With a spanner on the nuts (93), unscrew the feet.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

SERVICING 10.22.5
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing coin mechanisms or

note validators. Working on the units

or ribbon cable with power ON can

cause damage to the coin

mechanisms, validators and

timer/control unit.

The coin mechanisms and note validator are
mounted in the door (A).

To gain access to the rear of a unit, simply open
the door with a key.

Gear lever: removal/replacing

Remove the console screen (2) to gain access
to rear of the gear lever assembly (65).
Remove the four screws (66) retaining the gear
lever to the console. Withdraw the assembly
from the console.
Noting to which terminals they are connected,
disconnect attached wires.
Reassemble in the reverse order.

Steering mechanism: removal/replacing

Remove the console screen (2) to gain access
to rear of the mechanism (72).
Remove the steering wheel by unscrewing the
centre nut (70).
Remove the four screws (71) retaining the
mechanism to the console. Withdraw the
assembly from the console.
Noting to which terminals they are connected,
disconnect attached wires.
Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Console screen: removal / replacing

Remove the screws retaining the screen
surround (55).

Remove the screws (56) holding the screen (2).
Lift the screen carefully from the console.
Disconect the cables from its rear.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Start switch: removal/replacing

Gain access to the rear of the switch by removing
the screen (2).

The switch (70) is illuminated by a bulb (71). The
bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (72). At
the rear of the retainer there is clipped a
micro-switch (73). The whole retainer assembly is
pushed in to the back of the switch (70).

Bulb: replacement

Switch OFF the main power supply to the
machine!

Locate the bulb retainer (72) and pull it straight
out of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and
will require some effort to pull it out.

Pull the bulb (71) from the retainer (72) and
replace it with a new one.

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
switch. The tabs (X) of the switch must align
with the slots (Y) of the retainer. Push firmly on
the retainer until it is heard to click into place.

Start switch: replacement

Remove the bulb/retainer (72) as previously
described.

Unscrew the locking ring (B) from the back of
switch.

Withdraw the button switch (70) from the
console.

Refit in the reverse order.
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Settings screen (PRESS F1)

Pressing F1 will take you to the engineers screen
(see illustration below).

In this screen you can test all Switch Status.

By pressing the appropriate switch a (tick) will
appear in the box for the switch you are testing. If
a (tick) does not appear check the switch for a
problem.

Coin/Stats is the coin value on the multi-mech
channels 1-6.

M-Coin is the value of the mechanical mechanism
and Notes is the value of the note acceptor.

These values can be changed to suit using the
keyboard and mouse.

To change the values use the mouse, move the
cursor to the required box and click on the left
button on the mouse, using the keyboard enter
the value you require.

Eg If the Game Price was set at 0.50 and the
M-Coin was set to 0.25, the customer would
be required to enter two 25 value coins into
the mechanical mechanism.

If you want to have one 50 value coin for one
play, change the M-Coin value to 0.50

When changing the value settings always click
save before pressing F1 to return to the game.

DO NOT CLICK EXIT to exit the F1 screen

Setting the ride time

Using the mouse click in the box Play (s). Using
the keyboard delete and enter the required time.
Remember to save!

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE TIME IS SET IN
SECONDS AND NOT MINUTES.

Setting the ride teaser attract time

Using the mouse click in the box Tease (s). Using
the keyboard delete and enter the required time.
Remember to save!

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE TIME IS SET IN
SECONDS AND NOT MINUTES.

Press F1 to return to the game. DO NOT CLICK
EXIT!

Please note the Total Money and Total

Games cannot be reset.

issue 04, 0303
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SERVICING 10.22.9

Wiring terminals
37 way connector

1 Brown
2 Brown

3 Blue
4 Blue

5 Yellow/Red
6 Yellow/Red

7 Purple/Red
8 Purple/Red

9 Yellow/Black
10 Yellow/Black

11 Grey/Black
12 Grey/Black

13 Orange/Black
14 Orange/Black

15 Grey/Blue
16 Grey/Blue

17 White/Black
18 White/Black

19 Red/Brown Steering pot (see diagram)

20 Blue
21 Brown

22 White/Red
23 White/Red

24 Blue
25 Blue

26 --------
27 --------

28 Green/Red
29 Green/Red

30 Red/Blue
31 Red/Blue

32 White
33 White

34 Pink Steering pot (see diagram)

35 Pink/Black Steering pot (see diagram)

36 Red +
37 Black -

(0.5mm wire) Right end stop

(0.5mm wire) Left end stop

Start lamp (12 volt bulb)

Low gear

High gear

Right turn switch

Left turn switch

Mechanical coin mechanism

Start switch

(0.5mm wire) to Actuator

12 volt Rear flasher

Coin counter

Price up switch

Price down switch

Note acceptor input

24 volt DC Note acceptor power
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Customer operation of toy
Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before a ride has been credited) the
interior button switches (1) flash constantly, and
a teaser attraction sound track repeats every 120
seconds.

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the
coin mechanism (2).

If the timer/controller (situated beneath the seat),
has decided that the value of money which was
received by the coin mechanism was not enough
to give a ride, then an oral request to add more
money will be given and repeated every 30
seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides,
then the yellow start button (3) will flash, and an
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given.

Immediately that the start button (3) has been
pressed the toy will begin to move backwards
and forwards on its base. Whilst in motion a
constant background sound will be heard.

On the dashboard are picture button switches
(1). Pressing these switches will produce a series
of sound effects.

When the duration of the ride has been reached,
the toy will stop moving, and an oral message
will be given saying that the ride has finished.

issue 01, 1101
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for

Animal Ambulance

Weight & Dimensions
Length 122 cm

Width 63 cm

Height 140 cm

Weight 85 kg
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removed for clarity)



Maintenance

WARNING Read Safety section of this manual and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Alarm System
Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm unit (12) is situated under the seat,
behind the control unit (13). (On some models it
may be situated within the base unit.)

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (14) that
is released when the cash box door (15) is
opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
open the base access panel (10). This deactivates
micro-switch (11) that is depressed by the panel.

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the

power supply, the alarm will be activated.

To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be
necessary to periodically replace the battery. The
batteries are located within the base of the alarm
unit.

Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by opening the
base access panel (10). This deactivates a
micro-switch (11).

Unlock and open the cash box door (15). Release
the cash box (16) by removing the clip or padlock.
Slide the cash box out and empty.

Refit in the reverse order.

Credits counter

The credits counter (17) is attached to the rear of
the access panel (18).

10.23.2 MAINTENANCE
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Transportation
WARNING Read Safety section of this manual and

disconnect electrical power before

moving the machine.

Towing jack

The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving
the machine.

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing
eye. Insert the hook of the jack into the towing
eye (21).

Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its plinth. The machine can now be
pulled along with the jack handle.

Servicing
WARNING Read Safety section of this manual and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Base access panel

The panel (10) at the rear of the base will give
access for servicing the P.S. unit, and relays.
Greater access can be gained by removing the
glass fibre cover (81) from the base. (See page
10.23.5)

Timer/controller: removal / replacing

With the key, remove the timer/controller unit (13)
and disconnect it from its plug (14).

Speaker: removal / replacing

Gain access to the rear of the speaker by
unlocking and removing the timer/controller unit
(13).

Remove the four screws (60) retaining the
speaker (61). Disconnect the wires from the
speaker.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

SERVICING 10.23.3
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing Coin Mechanism.

Working on the Coin Mechanism or

Ribbon Cable with power ON can

cause damage to chips in the Coin

Mechanism and Timer/Control Unit.

The coin mechanism (4) is released by the use of
a key (5). Once released, unplug the mechanism
from the interface unit (6).

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted

there will be no interface, but it will need to

be disconnected from a micro-switch.

For further details about the unit see the relevant
coin mechanism section in this manual.

Start switch & Button switches

From the front the start switch (3) & button
switches (1) appear to be different, but from the
rear they are of identical construction.

The switches (70) are illuminated by a bulb (71).
The bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (72)
that is pushed into the back of the switch.

The retainer (72) also has a micro-switch clipped
to it.

Bulb: replacement

Switch OFF the main power supply to the
machine!

Gain access to the rear of the switches by
unlocking and removing the counter access
panel (4).

Locate the bulb retainer (72) and pull it straight
out of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and
will require some effort to pull out.

Pull the bulb (71) from the retainer (72) and
replace it with a new one.

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
button switch. The tabs (X) of the switch must
align with the slots (Y) of the retainer. Push
firmly on the retainer until it is heard to click
into place.

Start and Button switches: replacement

Pull out the retainer (72) as previously
described.

Unscrew the locking ring (73) from the back of
button switch.

Withdraw the button switch (70) from the
console.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

issue 01, 1101
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Toy from base: removal / replacing

If possible, place the complete ride on a work
bench.

To give access to the front retaining nuts (40),
move the toy forwards either by using its own
motor power or by manually turning the gearbox
belt (51).

Remove the front nuts (40), from under the sliding
frame. (They are fastened onto screws that are
captivated on the underside of the toy.)

Remove the rear access cover (41).

Through the rear access, remove the two nuts
(42) from under the sliding frame.

Remove the timer/controller unit from beneath the
seat as previously described (page 10.23.3).
Under the seat locate the loom main terminal
block. Disconnect the terminal block by pulling its
two halves apart.

Push the base half of the terminal block through
the hole in the floor of the toy.

Carefully lift the toy (43) off the base.

Reassemble the toy (43) to the base in the
reverse order.

Base cover: removal / replacing

To remove the base cover (31) it is necessary to
first remove the toy as described above.

Remove panels (38 & 39) also shown above.

Within the base unit, release the loom from the
cradle clip (C) by removing the rubber strap.

Place on the floor a padded mat (24) large
enough to take the base when it is laid on its side.

Carefully lay the base down on the mat.

Release the power cable gland (30).

The glass fibre cover (31) is fastened to the base
frame by four screws (32).

Remove the four screws (32).

Pull the cover (31) clear of the base.

The base can now be stood upright.

This gives access to:

Gearbox (50)

Belt (51)

Motor (52)

Crank (53)

Power supply (P.S.) unit (54)

Solid state relay for motor (55)

Frame, sliding (57)

Frame, base (58)

Mains filter (where fitted) (59)

Refit cover in the reverse order.
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Customer operation of toy

Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before a ride has been credited) the
interior button switches (1), side lights (2) and
beacon (3) flash constantly, and a teaser
attraction sound track repeats every 120
seconds.

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the
coin mechanism (4).

If the timer/controller has decided that the value
of money which was received by the coin
mechanism was not enough to give a ride, then
an oral request to add more money will be given
and repeated every 30 seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides,
then the yellow start button (5) will flash, and an
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given.

Immediately that the start button (5) has been
pressed the toy will begin to move backwards
and forwards on its base. Whilst in motion a
constant background sound will be heard and
the speedo (6) and tacho (7) lights will be
activated.

On the dashboard are four button switches (1).
which when pressed produce additional sound
effects.

When the duration of the ride has been reached,
the toy will stop moving, and an oral message
will be given saying that the ride has finished.

issue 01, 1201

SERVICE MANUAL section 10.24
for

Percy Police Car

Weight & Dimensions
Length 147 cm

Width 90 cm

Height 100 cm

Weight 100 kg

10.24.1



Maintenance

Base access panel

WARNING Read safety instructions first.

Disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

The panel (10) at the rear of the base gives
access to the coin counter, P.S. unit, relay and
chaser unit. Greater access can be gained by
removing the glass fibre cover (11) from the base.
(See Servicing)

Coin counter
The coin counter (12) is accessed by removing
the base access panel (10).

Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by unlocking and
removing the base access panel (10) using a key.
Removal of the panel operates the micro-switch
(13) which disarms the alarm. If upon removal of
the base panel no micro-switch can be seen, then
the ride has not been fitted with an alarm system.

Once the alarm has been disarmed, unlock and
open the cash box door (15) using the key.

Release the cash box (16) by removing the clip or
padlock.

Slide the cash box out and empty.

Refit the cash box and replace the clip or padlock.

Close and lock the cash box door using a key.

Alarm system: Cancelling or disarming
(where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (17) that
is operated when the cash box door (15) is
opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
unlock and remove the base access panel (10).
This operates the micro-switch (13) which disarms
or cancels the alarm.

The alarm unit (25) is situated behind the
timer/control unit. (See the following page)

The alarm is battery powered. Even with the ride
disconnected from any mains power supply the
alarm can still be activated.

To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be
necessary to periodically replace the batteries,
which are located within the base of the alarm
unit.

10.24.2 MAINTENANCE
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Transportation
WARNING Read safety instructions, and

disconnect the electrical power supply

before moving the machine.

Towing jack

The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving
the machine.

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing
eye. Insert the hook of the jack into the towing
eye (21)

Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its plinth. The machine can now be
pulled along with the jack handle.

Servicing
WARNING Read safety instructions, and

disconnect the electrical power supply

before opening any access panels.

Timer/controller: removal / replacing

With the key, remove the timer/controller unit (26)
and disconnect it from its plug.

Speaker: removal / replacing

Gain access to the rear of the speaker (27) by
removing the timer/controller unit (as described
above).

Remove the four screws (28) retaining the
speaker, then extract it from the console.
Disconnect the wires from the rear of the speaker.
Reassemble in the reverse order.

SERVICING 10.24.3
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing Coin Mechanism.

Working on the Coin Mechanism or

Ribbon Cable with power ON can

cause damage to chips in the Coin

Mechanism and Timer/Control Unit

The coin mechanism (30) is released by the use
of a key. Once released, unplug the mechanism
from the interface unit (31).

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted

there will be no interface, but two wires will

need to be disconnected from the

microswitch that is mounted on the coin

mechanism.

For further details about the unit see the relevant
Coin mechanism section in this manual.

Start switch & Button switches

From the front the start button (5), and the button
switches (1) appear to be different, but from the
rear they are of identical construction.

The switches (70) are illuminated by a bulb (71).
The bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (72)
that is pushed into the back of the switch. The
retainer (72) also has a micro-switch clipped to it.

Bulb replacement

Gain access to the rear of the start button switch
by removing the timer/controller (26).

Locate the bulb retainer (72) and pull it straight
out of the button switch. The retainer is a tight fit
and will require some effort to pull it out.

Pull the bulb (71) from the retainer (72) and
replace it with a new one.

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the button
switch. The tabs (X) of the switch must align with
the slots (Y) of the retainer. Push firmly on the
retainer until it is heard to click into place.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Start and Button Switch replacement

Remove the bulb & retainer (72) as previously
described.

Unscrew the locking ring (B) from the back of
button switch.

Withdraw the switch (70).

Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Dashboard gauges: removal / replacing

The two dashboard gauges (6 & 7) each consist
of a display panel with an integral electronic
circuit board attached to the rear.

The gauges are each attached to the dashboard
by the two outer screws. Do not remove the four
inner screws as these retain the circuit boards.

The loom is first plugged into the Speedo display
(6) from which a spur lead is then attached to the
Tacho (7).

Beacon bulbs: replacement

Remove the four screws (37) retaining the beacon
lens (35).

Replace bulb (36).

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Side light bulb: replacement

Remove the screws (38) retaining the side light
lens (39).

Replace bulb (40).

Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Base cover: removal / replacing

Within the base unit, release the loom from the
cradle clip (C) by removing the rubber strap.

Place on the floor a padded mat (80) large
enough to take the machine when it is laid on its
side.

Carefully lay the machine down on the mat.

The glass fibre cover (81) is fastened to the base
frame by four screws (82).

Remove the four screws (82).

Release the power cable gland (84).

Pull the cover (81) clear of the machine.

The machine can now be stood upright.

This gives access to:

Coin counter (50)
Power supply (P.S.) unit (51)
Solid state relay for motor (52)
Mains power supply cable (53)
Motor (54)
Gearbox (55)
Crank (56)

Belt (57)
Mains filter (58)
Frame, sliding (59)
Frame, base (60)

* Chaser unit for beacon (61)

* Note: The beacon chaser unit is
fitted with a knob which when
turned controls the rate at which the
beacon flashes.

Refit cover in the reverse order.

10.24.6 SERVICING
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Toy from base: removal / replacing

If possible, place the complete machine onto a
bench.

With the key, remove the timer/controller unit and
disconnect it from its plug.

Within the timer/controller compartment locate the
loom terminal block.

Disconnect the terminal block by pulling its two
halves apart. Push the base half of the terminal
block through the hole in the floor of the toy.

From within the timer/controller compartment,
remove the two front bolts (40) and their washers
The bolts are retained by captive nuts welded to
the underside of sliding frame.

Remove the base rear access cover (41).

From inside the rear access panel, remove the
nuts (42) from the rear bolts. The bolts are
captivated in the floor of the toy.

Lift the toy (43) from the base.

Reassemble the toy (43) to the base in the
reverse order.
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Customer operation of toy
Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before a ride has been credited) the
interior button switches (1) flash constantly, and
a teaser attraction sound track repeats every 120
seconds.

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the
coin mechanism (2).

If the timer/controller (situated beneath the seat),
has decided that the value of money which was
received by the coin mechanism was not enough
to give a ride, then an oral request to add more
money will be given and repeated every 30
seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides,
then the yellow start button (3) will flash, and an
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given.

Immediately that the start button (3) has been
pressed the toy will begin to move backwards
and forwards on its base. Whilst in motion a
constant background sound will be heard.

On the dashboard are button switches (1).
Pressing these switches will produce a series of
sound effects.

When the duration of the ride has been reached,
the toy will stop moving, and an oral message
will be given saying that the ride has finished.

issue 01, 0402

SERVICE MANUAL section 10.25
for

Bill & Ben

Weight & Dimensions
Length 127 cm

Width 79 cm

Height 147 cm

Weight 120 kg
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Maintenance

WARNING Read Safety section of this manual and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Alarm System
Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm unit (12) is situated under the seat,
behind the control unit (13). (On some models it
may be situated within the base unit.)

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (14) that
is released when the cash box door (15) is
opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
open the base rear access panel (10). This
deactivates the micro-switch (11) that is
depressed by the panel.

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the

power supply, the alarm will be activated.

To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be
necessary to periodically replace the battery. The
batteries are located within the base of the alarm
unit.

Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by opening the
base rear access panel (10). This deactivates a
micro-switch (11).

Unlock and open the cash box door (15). Release
the cash box (16) by removing the clip or padlock.
Slide the cash box out and empty.

Refit in the reverse order.

Credits counter

The credits counter (17) is located inside the cash
box compartment.

10.25.2 MAINTENANCE
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Transportation
WARNING Read Safety section of this manual and

disconnect electrical power before

moving the machine.

Towing jack

The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving
the machine.

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing
eye. Insert the hook of the jack into the towing
eye (21).

Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its plinth. The machine can now be
pulled along with the jack handle.

Servicing
WARNING Read Safety section of this manual and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Base access panels

The panel (10) at the rear of the base will give
access for servicing the P.S. unit, and relay. This
panel also depresses the alarm micro-switch

The panel (9) at the front gives access to the
drive belt, gearbox, crank & motor. This panel
also depresses a micro-switch that once released
stops the motor.

Greater access to mechanical components can be
gained by removing the glass fibre cover (81)
from the base. (See page 10.25.6)

Timer/controller: removal / replacing

With the key, remove the timer/controller unit (13)
and disconnect it from its plug (14).

SERVICING 10.25.3
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing Coin Mechanism.

Working on the Coin Mechanism or

Ribbon Cable with power ON can

cause damage to chips in the Coin

Mechanism and Timer/Control Unit.

The coin mechanism (2) is released by the use of
a key (5). Once released, unplug the mechanism
from the interface unit (6).

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted

there will be no interface, but it will need to

be disconnected from a micro-switch.

For further details about the unit see the relevant
coin mechanism section in this manual.

Start switch & Button switches

From the front the start switch (3) & button
switches (1) appear to be different, but from the
rear they are of identical construction.

The switches (70) are illuminated by a bulb (71).
The bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (72)
that is pushed into the back of the switch.

The retainer (72) also has a micro-switch clipped
to it.

Bulb: replacement

Switch OFF the main power supply to the
machine!

Gain access to the rear of the switches by
removing the coin mechanism (2).

Locate the bulb retainer (72) and pull it straight
out of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and
will require some effort to pull out.

Pull the bulb (71) from the retainer (72) and
replace it with a new one.

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
button switch. The tabs (X) of the switch must
align with the slots (Y) of the retainer. Push
firmly on the retainer until it is heard to click
into place.

Start and Button switches: replacement

Pull out the retainer (72) as previously
described.

Unscrew the locking ring (73) from the back of
button switch.

Withdraw the button switch (70) from the
console.

Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Speaker: removal / replacing

Gain access to the rear of the speaker by
unlocking and removing the coin mechanism (2).

Remove the four screws (60) retaining the
speaker (61). Disconnect the wires from the
speaker.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Base cover: removal / replacing

With a key, remove the access panel (26). Detach
the micro-switch (25) from the base.

Place on the floor a padded mat (24) large
enough to take the machine when it is laid on its
side.

Carefully lay the machine down on the mat.

Release the power cable gland (30).

The glass fibre cover (31) is fastened to the base
frame by four screws (32).

Remove the four screws (32).

Pull the cover (31) clear of the base.

The base can now be stood upright.

This gives access to:

Gearbox (50)

Belt (51)

Motor (52)

Crank (53)

Power supply (P.S.) unit (54)

Solid state relay for motor (55)

Frame, sliding (57)

Frame, base (58)

Mains filter (where fitted) (59)
Refit cover in the reverse order.
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Toy from base: removal / replacing

If possible, place the complete ride on a work
bench.

Remove the timer/controller unit from beneath the
seat as previously described (page 10.25.3).
Under the seat locate the loom main terminal
block. Disconnect the terminal block by pulling its
two halves apart.

Push the base half of the terminal block through
the hole in the floor of the toy.

Remove the front (26) and rear (10) access
panels.

Remove the four nuts (40), from under the sliding
frame. (They are fastened onto screws that are
captivated on the underside of the toy.)

Carefully lift the toy off the base.

Reassemble the toy to the base in the reverse
order.

Figures: removal / replacing

The two figures of Bill (75) with the orange scarf
and Ben (76) with the green scarf are of similar
construction but they are not interchangable.

Assemble the figures as follows:

Screw the rod (80) into the captive nut within the
head (77).

Lock the rod into the head with the locknut (78)

Screw the collar (79) up to the locknut

Insert the rod (80) through the body (81). Ensure
that the location pin of the head fits into its hole in
the body.

Bonded within the toy is a square section bracket
(83). Insert the square section tube (82) of the
body down through the bracket (83).

Fit the washers (84 & 85) and nut (86) on to the
rod.

Access to fit the washers and nut are:

For Bill (75) through the coin mechanism
aperture, and for Ben (76) through the
timer/controller unit aperture
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Customer operation of toy
Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before a ride has been credited) the
headlights (1) and the console button switches (2)

flash constantly. A teaser attraction sound track
repeats every 120 seconds.

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the
coin mechanism (4).

If the timer/controller (situated beneath the seat),
has decided that the value of money which was
received by the coin mechanism was not enough
to give a ride, then an oral request to add more
money will be given and repeated every 30
seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides,
then the yellow start button (3) will flash, and an
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given.

Immediately that the start button (3) has been
pressed the toy will begin to move backwards and
forwards on its base. Whilst in motion a constant
background sound will be heard.

Additional sound effects are available on pressing
the coloured button switches (2).

When the pre-set duration of the ride has been
reached, the toy will stop moving, and an oral
message will be given saying that the ride has
finished.
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Huggy Bear

Weight & Dimensions
Length 148 cm

Width 82 cm

Height 130 cm

Weight 115 kg
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Maintenance
WARNING Read safety instructions first and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Alarm System

Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm unit (12) is usually to be found beneath
the seat, behind the control unit (13), but on some
models it may be situated within the base unit.

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (14) that
is released when the cash box door (15) is
opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
open the base access panel (10). This deactivates
micro-switch (11) that is depressed by the panel.

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the

power supply, the alarm will be activated.

To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be
necessary to periodically replace the battery. The
batteries are located within the base of the alarm
unit.

Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by opening the
base access panel (10). This deactivates a
micro-switch (11).

Unlock and open the cash box door (15). Release
the cash box (16) by removing the clip or padlock.
Slide the cash box out and empty.

Refit in the reverse order.

Credits counter

The credits counter (56) is situated to the right of
the cash box door

10.26.2 MAINTENANCE
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Transportation
WARNING Read Safety section of this manual,

and disconnect electrical power before

moving the machine.

Towing jack

The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving
the machine.

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing
eye. Insert the hook of the jack into the towing eye
(21).

Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its plinth. The machine can now be
pulled along with the jack handle.

Servicing
WARNING Read safety instructions first and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Base access panel

The panel (10) at the rear of the base will give
access for servicing the P.S. Unit and relay.
Greater access can be gained by removing the
glass fibre cover (31) from the base. (See page
10.26.5)

Timer/controller: removal / replacing

With the key, remove the timer/controller unit (13)

and disconnect it from its plug (13A).

SERVICING 10.26.3
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing Coin Mechanism.

Working on the Coin Mechanism or

Ribbon Cable with power ON can

cause damage to chips in the Coin

Mechanism and Timer/Control Unit.

The coin mechanism (4) is released by the use of
a key (4A). Once released, unplug the mechanism
from the interface unit (6).

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted

there will be no interface, but it will need to

be disconnected from a micro-switch.
For further details about the unit see the relevant
coin mechanism section in this manual.

Speaker: removal / replacing

Gain access to the rear of the speaker by
removing the coin mechanism (4) (as described
above).

Remove the four screws (60) retaining the speaker
(61). Extract the speaker through the coin
mechanism aperture

Disconnect the wires from the speaker.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Start switch & Button switches

From the front the start switch (3) & button
switches (2) appear to be different, but from the
rear they are of identical construction.

The switches (70) are illuminated by a bulb (71).
The bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (72)

that is pushed into the back of the switch.

(The retainer (72) also has a micro-switch clipped
to it.)

Bulb: replacement

Switch OFF the main power supply to the
machine!

Gain access to the rear of the switches by
removing the coin mechanism (4), (as described
above).
Locate the bulb retainer (72) and pull it straight
out of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and
will require some effort to pull out.
Pull the bulb (71) from the retainer (72) and
replace it with a new one.
Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
button switch. The tabs (X) of the switch must
align with the slots (Y) of the retainer. Push
firmly on the retainer until it is heard to click into
place.

Start and Button switches: replacement

Remove the bulb & retainer (72) as previously
described.
Unscrew the locking ring (73) from the back of
button switch.
Withdraw the button switch (70) from the
console.
Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Base cover: removal / replacing

Within the base unit, release the loom from the
cradle clip (C) by removing the rubber strap
Place on the floor a padded mat (24) large
enough to take the machine when it is laid on
its side.
Carefully lay the machine down on the mat.
Release the power cable gland (30).

The glass fibre cover (31) is fastened to the
base frame by four screws (32).
Remove the four screws (32).

Pull the cover (31) clear of the machine.
The machine can now be stood upright.

This gives access to:

Gearbox (50)

Belt (51)

Motor (52)

Crank (53)

Power supply (P.S.) unit (54)

Solid state relay for motor (55)

Frame, sliding (57)

Frame, base (58)

Mains filter (where fitted) (59)

Refit cover in the reverse order.

Toy from base: removal / replacing

If possible, place the complete ride on a work
bench.

Remove the timer/controller from beneath the seat
as previously described (page 10.26.3). Under the
seat locate the loom main terminal block.
Disconnect the terminal block by pulling its two
halves apart.

Push the base half of the terminal block through
the hole in the floor of the toy.

Via the access panel under the front of the toy,
remove the two front bolts (40). (The bolts are
screwed into captive nuts welded to the sliding
frame.)

Remove from the base the rear panel (41).

From inside the rear of the base, remove the two
nuts (42) from under the sliding frame.

Carefully lift the toy (43) off the base.

Reassemble the toy (43) to the base in the
reverse order.
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Customer operation of toy 10.27.1

Emptying the cash box 10.27.2

Alarm system (Where fitted)
10.27.2

Servicing 10.27.3

Customer operation of toy
Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before a ride has been credited) the
interior button switch (1) and headlights (4) flash
constantly, and a teaser attraction sound track
repeats every 120 seconds.

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the
coin mechanism (2).

If the timer/controller (situated in the base), has
decided that the value of money which was
received by the coin mechanism was not enough
to give a ride, then an oral request to add more
money will be given and repeated every 30
seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides,
then the yellow start button (3) will flash, and an
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given.

Immediately that the start button (3) has been
pressed the toy will begin to move upon its base.
Whilst in motion a constant background sound will
be heard.

The button switch (1) on the dashboard, when
pressed, produces an additional sound.

When the pre-set duration of the ride has been
reached, the toy will stop moving, and an oral
message will be given saying that the ride has
finished.
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Buggy

Weight & Dimensions
Weight 75 kg

Length 115 cm

Width 69 cm

Height 102 cm
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Transportation
WARNING Read Safety section of this manual,

and disconnect electrical power before

moving the machine.

Towing jack

The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving
the machine.

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing
eye. Insert the hook of the jack into the towing eye
(21).

Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its plinth. The machine can now be
pulled along with the jack handle.

Maintenance

Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by opening the
base side access panel (10). This deactivates a
micro-switch.

Unlock and open the cash box door (12).

Release the cash box (13) by removing the clip or
padlock. Slide the cash box out and empty.

Refit in the reverse order.

Cancelling or disarming the

alarm system (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm unit (14), (when fitted), is within the
base unit. (See opposite page)

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (15) that
is released when the cash box door is opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
open the base side access panel (10). This
deactivates a micro-switch that is depressed by
the panel.

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the

power supply, the alarm will be activated.

Should the alarm have been operating for some
time, it will be necessary to replace the batteries.
The batteries are located in the base of the alarm
unit (14).

Credits counter

The credits counter is situated at the rear of the
toy (16).

10.27.2 SERVICING
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Servicing
WARNING Read safety instructions first.

Disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Base side access panels

The panels (10 & 11)) at each side of the base
give access for servicing the power supply unit
(P.S. unit), timer/control unit, motor relay and
alarm (where fitted). Greater access can be
gained by removing the glass fibre cover (25) from
the base. (See following)

Base cover: removal / replacing

Remove the panel (26) from under the rear of
the toy and disconnect the loom connector (27).

Push down the two gaiters (28) to expose the
four screws (29) retaining the toy mounting
brackets

Remove the four screws (29) and lift the toy
clear of the base.

Remove the screws (30) from around the base
cover. Lift the cover (25), complete with gaiters
(28), clear of the base. Care should be taken
when feeding the loom through the gaiter.

This gives access to:

Alarm (where fitted) (14)

Gearbox (31)

Belt (32)

Motor (33)

Crank (34)

Power supply (P.S.) unit (35)

Motor solid state relay (36)

Pivot (37)

Timer/control unit (38)

Refit cover in the reverse order.

SERVICING 10.27.3
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Start switch & Button switches

From the front the start switch (3) & button switch
(1) appear to be different, but from the rear they
are of identical construction.

To gain access to the rear of the switches it is
necessary to remove the speaker mounting plate
(40) from beneath the dashboard. This is done by
removing the two screws (41) and dropping the
plate down. Take care not to damage the wiring.

The switches (70) are illuminated by a bulb (71).
The bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (72)

that is pushed into the back of the switch.

The retainer (72) also has a micro-switch clipped
to it.

Bulb: replacement

Switch OFF the main power supply to the
machine!

Gain access to the rear of the switches by
removing the speaker mounting plate (40) as
described above.

Locate the bulb retainer (72) and pull it straight
out of the button switch. The retainer is a tight
fit and will require some effort to pull it out.

Pull the bulb (71) from the retainer (72) and
replace it with a new one.

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
button switch. The tabs (X) of the switch
must align with the slots (Y) of the retainer.
Push firmly on the retainer until it is heard to
click into place.

Start switch & Button switch replacement

Remove the bulb/retainer (72) as previously
described.

Unscrew the locking ring (B) from the back of
button switch.

Withdraw the button switch (70) from the
dashboard.

Refit in the reverse order.

Speaker: removal / replacing

It is necessary to drop down the speaker
mounting plate (40) to access the speaker (42).
Do this by removing the two screws (41).

Disconnect the wires from the back of the
speaker.

Release the speaker (42) from the mounting
plate by removing the screws (43).

Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing Coin Mechanism.

Working on the Coin Mechanism or

Ribbon Cable with power ON can

cause damage to chips in the Coin

Mechanism and Timer/Control Unit

The coin mechanism (2) is released by the use of
a key (A). Once released, unplug the mechanism
from the interface unit (5).

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted

there will be no interface, but it will need to

be disconnected from a micro-switch.

For further details about the unit see the relevant
Coin mechanism section in this manual.
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Customer operation of toy 10.28.1

Emptying the cash box 10.28.2

Alarm system (where fitted) 10.28.2

Servicing 10.28.3

Customer operation of toy
The Teddy Bears’ Picnic is a three seater
children’s ride.

Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before a ride has been credited) a
teaser attraction sound track repeats every 120
seconds.

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the
coin mechanism (1).

If the timer/controller (situated within the base),
has decided that the value of money which was
received by the coin mechanism (1) was not
enough to give a ride, then an oral request to add
more money will be given and repeated every 30
seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides,
then the yellow start button (2) will flash, and an
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given.

Immediately that the start button (2) has been
pressed the toy will begin to oscillate in a rotary
motion upon its base. Whilst in motion a constant
background sound will be heard.

Additional sound effects are available on pressing
the coloured button switches (3) mounted in the
centre of the bears’ chests.

The speakers that produce the sounds are
mounted in the bales beneath the feet of the
bears.

When the pre-set duration of the ride has been
reached, the toy will stop moving, and an oral
message will be given saying that the ride has
ended.
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Teddy Bears’ Picnic

Weight & Dimensions
Length 160 cm

Width 160 cm

Height 130 cm

Weight 160 kg
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Maintenance
WARNING Read safety instructions first and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

A safety proximity switch (16) is fitted

behind panel (13). When released the

switch cuts off power to the ride.

Alarm System

Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm unit (10) is usually to be found on the
electronics mounting board (9).

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (11) that
is released when the cash box door (12) is
opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
open the electronics access panel (13). This
deactivates a plunger type micro-switch (15) that is
depressed by the panel.

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the

power supply, the alarm will be activated.

To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be
necessary to periodically replace the battery. The
batteries are located within the base of the alarm
unit.

Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by opening the
electronics access panel (13). This deactivates a
micro-switch (15).

Unlock and open the cash box door (12). Release
the cash box (17) by removing the clip or padlock.
Slide the cash box out and empty.

Refit in the reverse order.

Credits counter

The credits counter (19) is mounted on the
electronics board (9). Access it by removing panel
(13).

10.28.2 MAINTENANCE
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Transportation
WARNING Read Safety section of this manual,

and disconnect electrical power before

moving the machine.

Towing jack

The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving
the machine.

Situated beneath the base, below the electronic
access panel, is a towing eye. Insert the hook of
the jack into the towing eye (21).

Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its feet. The machine can now be
pulled along with the jack handle.

Servicing
WARNING Read safety instructions first and

disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Base access panels

Panel (13) gives access for servicing the
electronics.

Panel (14) gives access for servicing the motor,
gearbox and drive linkage.

Greater access can be gained by removing the toy
(45) from the base (46).

Toy from base: removal

To remove the toy from the base proceed as
follows.......

Remove both access panels (13 & 14).

As panel (13) is removed a safety proximity switch
(16) is disengaged. This cuts off the electrical
supply to the ride.

Through panel opening (13), locate the main loom
conection block (47) and pull its two halves apart.

Through panel opening (14), locate the centre
pivot bearing (23). Loosen the grub screw that is
locking the bearing to the centre shaft (24).

Note: If the bearing grub screw is in a position

that cannot be reached, revolve the toy by

turning the drive belt.

SERVICING 10.28.3
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Locate and remove the nut (25) that secures the
connecting rod (26) to the toy.

Note: The bolt (25A) is fixed to the under side of

the toy.

Ensure that the spacer washers (27) are not
mislaid as it is important that they are correctly
positioned on reassembly.

The toy is now free to be lifted vertically clear of
the base.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Drive mechanism

The drive mechanism is mounted on a removeable
board retained by four bolts (32).

It consists of.........

Electric motor (28)

Drive belt (29)

Gearbox (30)

Crank (31)

Connecting rod (26)

Spacer washers (27)

Nut (25), securing connecting rod to toy

Electronics board

The electronics are mounted on a removeable
board retained by two bolts (35).

They consist of.........

Power supply unit [PSU] (36)

Relay (37)

Coin counter (19)

Filter (38)

Timer/controller (40)
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Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing Coin Mechanism.

Working on the Coin Mechanism or

Ribbon Cable with power ON can

cause damage to chips in the Coin

Mechanism and Timer/Control Unit.

The coin mechanism (1) is released by the use of
a key (A). Once released, unplug the mechanism
from the interface unit (50).

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted

there will be no interface, but it will need to

be disconnected from a micro-switch.

For further details about the unit see the relevant
coin mechanism section in this manual.

Start switch & Button switches

From the front the start switch (2) & button
switches (3) appear to be different, but from the
rear they are of similar construction.

The switches (51) are illuminated by a bulb (52).
The bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (53)

that is pushed into the back of the switch. The
retainer also has a micro-switch (54) clipped to it.

Bulb: replacement

Switch OFF the main power supply to the
machine!

Gain access to the rear of the switches by
removing their mounting plate (55) from the toy.

Locate the bulb retainer (53) and pull it straight
out of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and
will require some effort to pull out.

Pull the bulb (52) from the retainer (53) and
replace it with a new one.

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
button switch. The tabs (X) of the switch
must align with the slots (Y) of the retainer.
Push firmly on the retainer until it is heard to
click into place.

Start and Button switches: replacement

Remove the bulb & retainer (53) as previously
described.
Unscrew the locking ring (B) from the back of
button switch.
Withdraw the button switch (51) from the
mounting plate.
Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Speaker: removal / replacing

The speakers are fastened to mounting plates that
are positioned in the bales beneath the bears’
feet.

To remove the speaker:

Remove the mounting plate (60) from the bale
(61).
Unfasten the four screws (62) retaining the
speaker (63) to the plate.

Disconnect the wires from the speaker.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Bale & bear: removal / replacing

Remove the button switch plate (55) and
disconnect the wires from the switch.

Remove the access panels (13 & 14) [see page
10.28.3]. Reach under the toy and remove the
nuts retaining the bale.

Lift the bale from the toy.

Unbolt the bear from the bale.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

10.28.6 SERVICING
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Alarm system (where fitted) 10.29.3

Servicing 10.29.4

Customer operation of toy

“Fred’s Fire Truck” is a two seater children’s ride.

Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before the ride has been credited) the
head lights (1), interior panels (2), button switches
and roof beacons (3) flash constantly. A teaser
attraction sound track repeats every 120 seconds.

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the
coin mechanism (4).

If the timer/controller (situated beneath the seat),
has decided that the value of money which was
received by the coin mechanism was not enough
to give a ride, then an oral request to add more
money will be given repeated evey 30 seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism (4) is enough to give one or more
rides, then the yellow start button (5) will flash,
and an oral request to “Press Start Button” will be
given.

Immediately that the start button (5) has been
pressed the toy will begin to move backwards and
forwards on its base. Whilst in motion there is a
constant engine sound.

The dashboard displays a rolling road (6) and
additional sound effects are available on pressing
the coloured button switches (7).

In the rear of the toy is the Fire Fighters game
display (2). This is an interactive display with
screen and button switches. (Instructions for
playing the game are on the following page.)

When the pre-set duration of the ride has been
reached, the ride will stop, accompanied by the
oral prompt of “Thank You”.
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Fred’s Fire Truck

Weight & Dimensions

Weight 125 kg

Length 165 cm

Width 101 cm

Height 136 cm
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Playing “Fire Fighters” game

At the beginning of the game all the windows have
fires in them.

A Press button (1) to put out the fires in windows
(2 & 3). The first fire fighter (4) on the ladder
will then illuminate.

B Press button (5) to put out the fires in windows
(6 & 7). The second fire fighter (8) on the ladder
will then illuminate.

C Repeat sequence with buttons (9 & 10).

D When the fire fighter at the top of the ladder is
illuminated, the game is then repeated at level
two which is at a faster speed.

The sound for the game comes from the speaker
(16).

Transportation

WARNING Read Safety section of this manual

and disconnect electrical power before

moving the machine.

Towing jack

The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving
the machine.

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing
eye. Insert the hook of the jack into the towing eye
(21).

Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the
machine off its plinth. The machine can now be
pulled along with the jack handle.

10.29.2 SERVICING
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Maintenance

WARNING Read Safety section of this manual

and disconnect electrical power before

opening any access panels.

Alarm System

Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)

An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box.

The alarm unit (35) is situated under the seat,
behind the timer/control unit (36).

The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (12) that
is released when the cash box door (10) is
opened.

To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm,
open the base access panel (9). This deactivates
the micro-switch (13) that is depressed by the
panel.

Note: Even with the ride disconnected from the

power supply, the alarm will be activated.

Should the alarm have been operating for some
time, it will be necessary to replace the batteries.
The batteries are located in the base of the alarm
unit (35).

Emptying the cash box

The cash box may be fitted with an alarm.

Disarm the alarm (where fitted) by opening the
base access panel (9). This deactivates
micro-switch (13).

Unlock and open the cash box door (10).

Release the cash box (14) by removing the clip or
padlock.

Slide the cash box out and empty.

Refit in the reverse order.

Credits counter

The credits counter (15) is situated on the
console. The counter totals the number of coins
inserted into the coin mechanism.

SERVICING 10.29.3
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Servicing

WARNING Read Safety section of this manual

and disconnect electrical power

before opening any access panels.

Base access panel

The panel (9) at the rear of the base will give
access for servicing the power supply (P.S.) unit,
relays and filter. Greater access can be gained by
removing the glass fibre cover from the base.
(See following)

Base cover: removal / replacing

Within the base unit, release the loom from the
cradle clip (C) by removing the rubber strap.

Place on the floor a padded mat (24) large
enough to take the machine when it is laid on
its side.

Carefully lay the machine down on the mat.

The glass fibre cover (31) is fastened to the
base frame by four screws (32). Remove these
screws.

Release the power cable gland (X).

Pull the cover (31) clear of the machine.

The machine can now be stood upright.

This gives access to:

Gearbox (50)

Belt (51)

Motor (52)

Crank (53)

Power supply (P.S.) unit (54)

Solid state relay, motor (55)

Solid state relay, rolling road (56)

Frame, sliding (57)

Frame, base (58)

Filter (59)

Refit cover in the reverse order.
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Timer/Control Unit

The timer/control unit (36) is situated beneath the
seat. To release the unit, use the key (B).
Disconnect the unit from its socket (C).

Alarm Unit

The alarm (35) is situated under the seat behind
the timer/control unit (36).

Gain access to the alarm by first removing the
timer/controller, as described above.

Toy from base: removal / replacing

If possible, place the complete machine onto a
bench.

With the key (B), remove the timer/controller unit
(36) from under the seat and disconnect it from its
plug (C).

Under the seat is located a cable terminal block.
Disconnect the terminal block by pulling its two
halves apart. Push the base half of the terminal
block through the hole in the floor of the toy.

Via the access panels under the front and rear of
the toy, remove the four bolts (65). (The bolts are
screwed into captive nuts welded to the under side
of the sliding frame.)

Lift the toy (67) from the base.

Reassemble the toy to the base in reverse order.
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Console speaker: removal / replacing

When removing the speaker it is necessary to
extract it through the floor of the toy, as follows:

Start the toy into motion so that it is moving
backwards and forwards. When the toy is at its
farthest point forward, switch off the main power
supply.

Place on the floor a padded mat (24) large
enough to take the machine when it is laid on
its side. (See previous page.) Carefully lay the
machine down on the mat.

Remove the panel (34).

From the front of the console, remove the four
screws (41) that retain the speaker (40).
Disconnect the speaker cables.

Extract the speaker through the floor panel
opening (34).

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Coin Mechanism: removal / replacing

WARNING Always switch OFF mains power

before removing coin mechanism.

Working on the coin mechanism or

ribbon cable with power ON can cause

damage to chips in the coin

mechanism and timer/control unit.

The coin mechanism (37) is released by the use
of a key (A). Once released, unplug the
mechanism from the interface unit (38).

Note: If a mechanical coin mechanism is fitted

there will be no interface, but it will need to

be disconnected from a micro-switch.

For further details about the unit see the relevant
Coin mechanism section in this manual.

Headlamp bulb: removal / replacing

Remove the screws retaining the headlamp
cover (95).

Replace bulb (97).

Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Rolling Road

The rolling road (42) consists of a film wrapped
around the inside of a transparent drum (43),
which is illuminated from the inside by a bulb (44).
The drum is rotated by the motor (45).

Note: Should the motor fail, the heat from the

bulb could melt the film.

Replacing the Bulb, or ‘Road’ Film

The rolling road is retained on the back of the
panel (46). Remove the panel by releasing its four
fixing screws (47).

At the motor end of the drum, where it attaches to
the drive shaft, loosen the two diagonally opposed
grub screws.

Slide the drum off the shaft. Once clear of the
shaft, the drum can be tilted and slid clear of the
bulb.

Bulb: Remove/replace the bulb (44). Refit drum
and screen.

‘Road’ Film: The film is held in place within the
drum (43) by double-sided adhesive tape.

Note the orientation of the film before removing
it. Peel the film free from the adhesive tape and
slide it out.

Cut the new film to the same length as the old
one.

Roll it and slide it into the drum, ensuring it is in
the correct way around.

Fasten the film down to the adhesive tape.

Reassemble the drum and fit the screen (46).

Replacing the Rolling Road motor

Note: There should never be a need to replace a

Rolling Road Motor, but if there was

proceed as follows ............

Remove the panel (46) that retains the rolling
road and button switches by releasing the four
screws (47). The is no need to remove the
rolling road from the panel (46).

Remove the drum (43) from where it is attached
to the drive shaft by loosening the two
diagonally opposed grub screws.

Slide the drum off the shaft. Once clear of the
shaft, the drum can be tilted and slid clear of
the bulb.

Remove the nuts and bolts that retain the
motor/gearbox (45) and withdraw the complete
assembly. (The motor and gearbox are replaced
as a single unit.)

Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Start switch & Button switches

From the front the start switch (60) & button
switches (61) appear to be different, but from the
rear they are of identical construction.

The switches are illuminated by a bulb (62). The
bulb is mounted within a snap-in retainer (63) that
is pushed into the back of the switch. The retainer
(63) also has a micro-switch clipped to it.

Bulb replacement:

Gain access to the rear of the switch by
removing the switch/rolling road panel (46). This
is retained by the four screws (47).

Locate the bulb retainer (63) and pull it straight
out of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and
will require some effort to pull it out.

Pull the bulb (62) from the retainer (63) and
replace it with a new one.

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the
button switch. The tabs (X) of the switch
must align with the slots (Y) of the retainer.
Push firmly on the retainer until it is heard to
click into place.

Switch replacement:

Remove the bulb/retainer (63) as previously
described.

Unscrew the locking ring (B) from the back of
switch.

Withdraw the switch from the panel.

Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Game console, “Fire Fighters” display

removal / replacing

Remove the eight screws (70) retaining the
“Fire Fighters” display (71) to the console.

Pull the display away from the console.

Bulb replacement

The “Fire Fighters” display (71) is in two halves;
they are the picture display (72) and illumination
board (73) .

To accesss the bulbs (74), remove the two
wing-nuts (75). This will release the illumination
board (73) from the picture display (72).

The bulbs can now be replaced.

Reassemble in the reverse order.

Picture button switches

The picture button switches (76) are of the same
construction as the switches (61) on the front
console (see previous page).

To access the rear of switches (76) it is necessary
to remove panel (77).

Game speaker

To remove the game speaker (78), gain access to
its rear by removing panel (77), then release
screws (79).

SERVICING 10.29.9
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Game console electronics

Situated at the rear of the toy is a removable
panel (80) that houses the game console
electronics.

On the panel are mounted:

Light boards (81)

Flashing light board (82) with...

2 amp flashing light fuse (83)

Game board (84), with...
Volume control (85)

2 amp power fuse (86)

Beacon bulb: removal / replacing

To change the beacon bulb (88) .......

Remove the three screws (89) retaining the lens
(90). Lift off the lens, and change the bulb.

Reassemble in the reverse order.
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Customer operation

The “Funtime Carousel” provides rides for one to
three children on a choice of three toys.

Whilst the machine is connected to a live power
supply (but before the ride has been credited) the
canopy lights (1) and toy button switches (2) flash
constantly. A teaser attraction sound track repeats
every 120 seconds.

The ride is initiated by inserting coins into the coin
mechanism (3), (or note validator (4) where fitted).

If the timer/controller has decided that the value of
money which was received by the coin mechanism
was not enough to give a ride, then an oral
request to add more money will be given repeated
every 30 seconds.

If the value of money received by the coin
mechanism (3) is enough to give one or more
rides, then the yellow start button (5) will flash,
and the oral request “When you are ready, press
the start button” will be given.

Immediately that the start button (5) has been
pressed, the message “The ride is about to begin.
Please stand clear” will be given.

The carousel will begin to rotate accompanied by
a musical sound track.

Additional sound effects are available on pressing
the coloured button switches (2) situated on the
toys.

When the pre-set duration of the ride has been
reached, the oral message “Please remain in your
seat until the ride stops” is given.

The ride will then slow down and stop.
IMPORTANT! In an emergency the ride can be
stopped by pulling on one of the poles (6). This
stops the ride by dragging on a slipper clutch in
the gearbox.

issue 02, 1203
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Funtime Carousel

Weight & Dimensions

Weight 400 kg

Length 218 cm

Width 218 cm

Height 290 cm
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Transportation

Moving the Carousel

The carousel can be moved with a forklift truck.
THIS SHOULD BE DONE ONLY BY A
QUALIFIED FORKLIFT TRUCK DRIVER.

Alternatively the carousel can be moved over short
distances using the castors (10) attached to the
base of the ride.

To move the ride, if the ride is not already resting
on the castors, release the lock nuts (11) and
screw the legs (12) upwards.

Positioning the Carousel

The carousel, when in its working position, rests
on four adjustable screw legs (12).

The legs are screwed down to jack the castors
(10) clear of the ground.

The legs should be adjusted to ensure that the
ride is perfectly level. Don’t forget to tighten the
lock nuts (11).

Installation

General description of assembly

The carousel is delivered to the customer as a
“flat pack”. To install the carousel to its working
condition the following has to be carried out........

A The transportation poles (1) are removed, and
the canopy (2) is unbolted from the pump (3).

B The canopy (2) is lifted and the column (4) is
inserted between it and the pump (3).

C The scrolled poles (5) are fitted in place of the
Transportation poles (1).

D A wiring terminal block is connected within the
pump (3).

E Within the pump (3) cash box are packed three
socket keys, five bolts and keys to open access
panels. These items are required for assembly.

A detailed description of assembly follows........

10.30.2 SERVICING
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Assembly

With a key from the cash box, remove one of the
access panels (13) from the canopy (2). Remove
the two bolts (A & B) retaining the canopy to the
pump

Remove the nuts and bolts from the tops and
bottoms of the three transportation poles. (See
illustration on previous page). DO NOT LOSE THE
NUTS AND BOLTS as they are required later.

Remove the three transportation poles.

Remove the four nuts (18) and washers (19, 20

and 21) from the top of the column (4). DO NOT
LOSE THEM as they are required later to fasten
the column.

Positioning the column

With a minimum of four men (D), raise the canopy
to a height that is sufficient for the column (4) to
be positioned between the pump (3) and the
canopy (2).

Note: There are black location marks on the top

and bottom of the column (4), and bottom

of the canopy (2). These location marks

MUST align with the mark (C) at the rear of

the pump.

Bolting the canopy to the column

Gain access through canopy panel (13) and refit
the four nuts (18) and washers (19, 20 and 21).

Bolting the column to the

pump

Gain access through the coin
mechanism panel (E) to fasten the
column (4) to the pump (3) as
follows...............

Fit the M8x50 bolt (14), and
washers (15, 16 and 17) (to be
found in the cash box), through hole
(B) of the pump and into the tapped
hole of the column.

Note: Bolt (14) MUST be fitted

before bolts (22).

Fit the four M8x65 bolts (22),
washers (23, 24 and 25) and nuts
(26) (to be found in the cash box),
through holes (F) of the pump and
column.

Note: From February 2004 the bolts

(22) are captivated in the

base of the column (4).

SERVICING 10.30.3
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Fitting scrolled poles

Fit the three long scrolled poles (5), and secure
them at the top and bottom with the nuts and
bolts saved from removing the short
transportation poles.

Connecting the wiring

Feed the loom from the canopy down through the
column.

Open the coin mechanism door (E).

Locate the connection block (30) at the end of the
loom and plug it into the wiring panel (31).

Connect the two yellow wires (32) into the two
blocks (33). The wires can be fitted into either
block.

The carousel is now ready for

operation

All necessary adjustments to gearbox clutch,

drive belt and electronics are pre-set at the

factory and should not be changed without

consultation with your distributor.

issue 02, 1203
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Electronics 
 
Location of electronic components 
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Slip Ring Connections 

37 Way Connections From Timer 

Pin Wire Wire Destination
1 GREY Flashing button lights
2 GREY Flashing button lights
4 YELLOW 12V AC
5 YELLOW 12V AC
7 RED 12V+ DC
8 BLACK Ground (Ov)
9 RED/WHITE Accumulator input
12 GREEN Speaker
13 GREEN Speaker
15 YELLOW/RED Start button light
16 YELLOW/RED Start button light
19 PINK/BLACK 12V- DC (Run signal)
20 WHITE/BLACK Coin meter
23 WHITE Start button
27 RED/BLACK Sound buttons (FX1)
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Note Validator (Bill/Note Acceptor)

The following is only relevant when fitting the MEI Note Acceptor
(Model AE 2412 U7) 24V AC
On some models of the carousel a note validator is not fitted. However wiring for a
validator is fitted in a pull apart connector block as standard on all machines. The
colours of the wiring in the connector are as follows.....

Validator
ORANGE Credit output
BROWN Credit output
WHITE Power in
BLACK Power in

Carousel
WHITE/RED Accumulated input
BLACK GND/COM
BLUE 24V AC
BROWN 24V AC
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Main electronics,  AC system  
with VAT 20 Inverter. 
(manufactured from July 2004)  
Not supplied to USA 
 
 
The VAT 20 Inverter controls the motor 
soft start and speed. It is factory pre-set 
and should not require changing.  
Consult the factory for further advice on 
settings. 
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Main electronics,  AC system  
with VAT 20 Inverter and Transformer. 
(manufactured from July 2004)  
Supplied to USA 
 
 
The VAT 20 Inverter controls the motor 
soft start and speed. It is factory pre-set 
and should not require changing.  
Consult the factory for further advice on 
settings. 
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Toy movement mechanism 

 
 1   BRACKET, toy mounting 
 2   COLLAR 
 3   BEARING 
 4   SCREW 
 5   WASHER, plain 
 6   NUT, self locking 
10  ROLLER 
11  SPACER 
12  WASHER, plain 
13  NUT, self locking 
14  BOLT, 3in long 
15  BOLT, 4.5in long 
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Drive assembly 
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Lower the base legs to aid access to the belt  
tensioning screw (26) and the nuts (30) below 
bracket (25). 
Remove the base access panel. 
Manually revolve the carousel until the access 
panel opening is adjacent to the motor/gearbox (1). 
  
To gain access to belts at the centre pulley.... 
 

Remove the access panel at the rear of the pump 
to gain access to the ring gear (11). 
 

Disconnect the wiring (19) from the top of the ring 
gear. 
 

Remove the ring gear (11) by slackening the two 
horizontal screws (12). 
 

Unfasten screws (14) and remove the bush gear 
(13). 
 

Remove the eight screws (10) and lift out the plate 
(7). 
  
To slacken the drive belts......... 
 

From under the base, slacken the four nuts (30) 
retaining the motor/gearbox mounting plate (25).  
 

Release the locking nuts (28) and screw the 
tensioning screw (26) anticlockwise. This will allow 
the bracket (25) to move inwards, therefore 
relieving the tension on the belts. 
  
Removing and replacing belts.......... 
 

Slip the belts (17) over the gearbox and centre 
pulleys (2 & 3) and pull them out via the aperture 
of plate (7). 
 

Fit new belts and reassemble in the reverse order.  

 
  

Tension belts 
Check the tension on the belts by depressing one 
of the belts half way along its length. The 
deflection should be approximately 2mm. If the 
deflection is more than 2mm, then increase the 
tension. Do this as follows..... 
 

Slacken the four nuts (30) retaining the motor/
gearbox mounting plate (25). Release the locking 
nuts (28) and turn the tensioning screw (26) 
clockwise until the 2mm deflection is achieved. 

Removing and replacing drive belts 
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Clutch torque limiter 
 
Fitted within the gearbox (1 or 1A) is a torque 
limiter mechanism. This feature is fitted so that in 
an emergency the carousel, when in motion, can 
be brought to a stop by manually pulling on one of 
the scrolled poles.  
Caution: The torque limiter is pre-set at the factory 
and in normal circumstances should never require 
adjustment. The only occasion it will require 
adjustment is if new drive belts are fitted. 
 
Never adjust the clutch before first reading the 
following page 10.30.13  
 
 
Adjusting the torque limiter ...........  
Note: The carousel is fitted with the gearbox 
mounted either to the left (1) or to the right (1A) of 
the motor. 
The two different gearboxes have different 
adjustment procedures, as follows.............. 
 
 
 
Left hand gearbox (1)  
Adjust the torque limiter with nut (A) which is 
located beneath the gearbox (1).  
Access to the nut is through hole (B) in the 
mounting plate (25).  
The size of nut (A) is 15/16”.  
Turn the nut anti-clockwise to reduce the clutch 
tension, or clockwise to increase it. 
 
 
 
 
 
Right hand gearbox (1A)  
The torque limiter is adjusted by turning the collar 
(X) that is situated beneath the pulley.  
Adjust the collar (X) using the key (Y) that is 
supplied with the carousel.  
Turn the collar anti-clockwise to reduce the clutch 
tension, or clockwise to increase it. 
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Note:  When  checking  for  the  belts  slipping,  a 
       torch or inspection lamp is required to see 
       properly. 

 
To adjust belt and clutch torque limiter 
tension proceed as follows..... 
 

Switch off the power to the carousel. 
 

Remove the base access panel, then remove the 
micro-switch from the panel. 
 

Tape the panel micro-switch onto the micro-
switch located in the panel recess.  
 

Switch on the power. 
 

Start up the carousel and allow it to ramp up to 
the running speed, (approximately 10 seconds). 
 

Having established where the gearbox (1) is, 
have someone stall the carousel, by holding onto 
one of the scrolled poles. 
 

The panel recess should be stopped in front of 
the gearbox. 
 

Looking through the panel opening, determine 
whether the belts (17) are slipping or the clutch is 
operating as it should be. 
 

If the belts are slipping, stop the carousel, by 
switching off the power. 
 

Before attempting to adjust the clutch it is 
important that the belt tension is correct. 
 

Belt tension 
 

Check the tension on the belts by depressing one of 
the belts half way along its length. The deflection 
should be approximately 2mm. If the deflection is 
more than 2mm, then increase the tension. (see 
page 10. 30.11 “Tension belts”) 
 
Clutch torque limiter adjustment 
 

There are two types of gearbox. Establish which 
gearbox is fitted by seeing the previous page. 
 

If the belts are slipping, turn the adjusting nut (A) or 
collar (X) in an anti-clockwise direction to reduce the 
clutch tension. This should be done using small 
adjustments each time. Repeat until the clutch  slips 
before the belts slip. 
 

If the carousel is having trouble starting up and the 
belts are not slipping, the clutch tension should be 
increased by turning the adjusting nut or collar in a 
clockwise direction, making small adjustments each 
time. 
 

When the carousel starts up correctly, and the belts 
do not slip when you apply pressure to stop it 
rotating, you are ready to do a final test with children 
riding in the toys. 
 

With children riding in each toy and even two adults 
standing on the platform, start the carousel up. 
 

If everything appears to be correct, stall the carousel 
and once again check that the belts are not slipping. 
Under these conditions you should be able to hold 
onto the scrolled poles and stall the carousel easily. 
 

Replace the micro-switch onto the access panel, 
and fit the panel to the base. 

Adjusting belt and clutch torque limiter tension  



 
Customer operation of toy 
 
Whilst the machine is connected to a live power 
supply (but before a ride has been credited)  the 
beacons (1) and interior button switches (2) flash 
constantly, while a teaser attraction sound track 
repeats every 120 seconds.  
 
The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the coin 
mechanism (3). 
 
If the timer/controller has decided that the value of 
money which was received by the coin mechanism 
was not enough to give a ride, then an oral request 
to add more money will be given and repeated 
every 30 seconds. 
 
If the value of money received by the coin 
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides, 
then the yellow start button (4) will flash, and an 
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given. 
 
Immediately that the start button (4) has been 
pressed the toy will begin to move backwards and 
forwards on its base. Whilst in motion a constant 
background sound will be heard. 
 
On the dashboard are round button switches (2). 
Pressing these switches will produce additional 
sound effects. 
 
All sound effects come from the speaker (5) 
situated in the foot well. 
 
When the duration of the ride has been reached, 
the toy will stop moving, and an oral message will 
be given saying that the ride has finished.  
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Weight & Dimensions 
   
  Length        163 cm   (64”) 
 
  Width            87 cm   (34”) 
 
  Height         163 cm   (64”) 
 
  Weight        115 kg  (253 lbs) 

SERVICE MANUAL  section 10.31 
 

for 

Engie Benjy 



Maintenance 
 

Read Safety section of this manual 
and disconnect electrical power 
before opening any access panels. 
 
 

 
Alarm System  
Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)  
An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box. 
The alarm unit (12) is situated at the front of the 
toy, behind the timer/control unit (13).   
The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (11) that 
is released when the cash box door (15) is 
opened.  
 
To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm, 
open the base access panel (10). This deactivates 
a micro-switch that is depressed by the closed 
panel. 
 
Note: 
  
To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be 
necessary to periodically replace the battery. The 
batteries are located within the base of the alarm 
unit. 
 
 
 
Emptying the cash box 
 
The cash box may be fitted with an alarm. The 
alarm is triggered by the micro-switch (11) being 
released when the cash box door is opened.  
To disarm the alarm; open the base access panel 
(10). This releases a second micro-switch that 
deactivates the micro-switch (11).  
Unlock and open the cash box door (15). Release 
the cash box (16) by removing the clip or padlock.   
Slide the cash box out and empty. 
 
Refit in the reverse order. 
 
 
 
 
Credits counter 
 
The credits counter (17) is attached to the rear of 
the toy adjacent to the cash box door.  
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Even with the ride disconnected from the 
power supply, the alarm will be activated. 
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Transportation 
 

Read Safety section of this manual 
and disconnect electrical power 
before moving the machine. 
 
 

 
Towing jack 
 
The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving 
the machine. 
 

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing eye. 
Insert the hook of the jack into the towing eye (21).  
Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the machine 
off its plinth. The machine can now be pulled along 
with the jack handle. 
 

Servicing 
 

Read Safety section of this manual 
and disconnect electrical power 
before opening any access panels. 
 
 

 
Base access panel 
 

The panel (10) at the rear of the base will give 
access for servicing the power supply unit, relay 
and filter. Greater access can be gained by 
removing the glass fibre cover (43) from the base. 
(See page  10.31.6) 
 
 

 
Coin mechanism, removal /replacing  

Always switch OFF mains power 
before removing coin mechanism. 
Working on the coin mechanism or 
ribbon cable with power ON can 
cause damage to chips in the coin 
mechanism and timer/control unit. 

 
The coin mechanism (3) is released by the use of 
a key (6). Once released, unplug the mechanism 
from the interface unit (7).   
Note:  If  a  mechanical  coin  mechanism  is  fitted 

there will be no interface, but it will need to 
be disconnected from a micro-switch. For 
further details about the unit see the relevant 
coin mechanism section in this manual. 
 

 
 

Beacon, Bulb change 
 

To change the beacon bulb.... 
Remove the three screws (25) and lift off the cover 
(26). Replace the bulb (27) and re-fit the cover. 



Timer/controller: removal / replacing 
 

The timer/controller is situated at the front of the 
toy beneath the “mouth”. 
 

With the key (13A), remove the timer/controller 
(13) and disconnect it from its plug (14). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Speaker: removal / replacing 
 

Gain access to the rear of the speaker (30) by 
unlocking and removing the timer/controller (13) as 
described above. 
 

Remove the four screws (31) retaining the speaker 
(30).  
 

Disconnect the wires from the speaker. 
 

Reassemble in the reverse order. 
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Start switch & Button switches 
 

From the front the start switch (4) & button 
switches (2) appear to be different, but from the 
rear they are of identical construction. 
 

The switches (35) are illuminated by a bulb (36). 
The bulb and a micro-switch are mounted within a 
snap-in retainer (37).  
 

The whole retainer assembly is pushed into the 
rear of the switch body (35).  
 
 
Bulb: replacement 
 

Switch OFF the main power supply to the machine! 
 

Gain access to the rear of the switches by 
removing the panel (38) from under the console. 
 

Locate the bulb retainer (37) and pull it straight out 
of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and will 
require some effort to pull out. 
 

Pull the bulb (36) from the retainer (37) and 
replace it with a new one. 
 

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the button  
switch. The tabs (X) of the switch must align with 
the slots (Y) of the retainer. Push firmly on the 
retainer until it is heard to click into place. 
 
 
Start and Button switches: replacement 
 

Switch OFF the main power supply to the machine! 
 

Remove the bulb retainer (37) as previously 
described. 
 

Unscrew the locking ring (39) from the back of 
switch. 
 

Withdraw the switch (35) from the console. 
 

Reassemble in the reverse order. 
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Base cover: removal / replacing 
 

Remove the rear panel (10). 
 

Remove the wires from the micro-switch (40). 
 

Within the base unit, release the loom from the 
cradle clip (C) by removing the rubber strap. 
 

Place on the floor a padded mat (41) large enough 
to take the machine when it is laid on its side. 
 

Carefully lay the machine down on the mat. 
 

Release the power cable gland (42). 
 

The glass fibre cover (43) is fastened to the base 
frame by four screws (44). 
 

Remove the four screws (44) and the support strip 
(45). 
 

Pull the cover (43) clear of the machine. 
 

The machine can now be stood upright. 
 

This gives access to: 
 

                    Gearbox (50) 
                           

                    Belt (51) 
                           

                    Motor (52) 
                           

                    Crank (53) 
                           

                    Power supply (P.S.) unit (54) 
 

                    Solid state relay for motor (55) 
                                                    

                    Frame, sliding (57) 
                           

                    Frame, base (58) 
                           

                    Mains filter (where fitted) (59) 
 

Refit cover in the reverse order. 
  
 

Toy from base: removal / replacing 
 

Switch the toy (60) ON and drive it as far forward 
on its base as it will travel. Stop the toy at its 
furthest point forward.  
 

Disconnect the power supply. 
 

If possible, place the complete ride on a work 
bench.  
 

Remove the timer/controller (13) from the front, 
(beneath the “mouth”), of the toy. Through this 
opening, locate the loom main terminal block. 
Disconnect the terminal block by pulling its two 
halves apart. 
 

Push the base half of the terminal block through 
the hole in the floor of the toy. 
 

Remove the two front nuts (61) from under the 
sliding frame. (The nuts are screwed onto bolts 
that are bonded into the floor of the toy.) 
 

Remove from the base the rear panel (62). 
 

From inside the rear of the base, remove the two 
nuts (63) from under the sliding frame. 
 

Carefully lift the toy (60) off the base. 
 

Reassemble the toy to the base in the reverse 
order. 
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Customer operation of toy 
 

Whilst the machine is connected to a live power 
supply (but before a ride has been credited),  the  
interior button switches (1) flash, the sun and bear 
on the game console (2) illuminate and the 
headlights (3) flash constantly. A teaser attraction 
sound track repeats every 120 seconds.   
The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the coin 
mechanism (4).  
If the timer/controller has decided that the value of 
money which was received by the coin mechanism 
was not enough to give a ride, then an oral request 
to add more money will be given and repeated 
every 30 seconds.  
If the value of money received by the coin 
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides, 
then the yellow start button (5) will flash, and an 
oral request to press the start button will be given.  
Immediately that the start button (5) has been 
pressed the toy will begin to gyrate on its base. 
Whilst in motion a constant background sound will 
be heard.  
Once the ride is in motion a voice will describe how 
to play the game on the console (2), i.e. The child 
has to press the button that is flashing. The faster 
the buttons are pressed the faster they flash.  
The two buttons (1) on the dashboard, when 
pressed produce additional sound effects.  
All sound effects come from the speakers (7).  
When the duration of the ride has been reached, 
the toy will stop moving, and an oral message will 
be given saying that the ride has finished.  
  
Credits counter 
 

The credits counter (8) reads the total number of 
rides made on the toy.  
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  Length   148 cm   (58”) 
 

  Width       86 cm   (34”) 
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  Weight   125 kg  (275 lbs) 
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for 

Brad’s Pickup Truck 



Maintenance 
 

Read Safety section of this manual 
and disconnect electrical power 
before opening any access panels. 
 
   

Alarm System  
Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)  
An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box. 
The alarm unit (10) is situated within the base 
behind the base access panel (11 ).  
The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (12) that 
is released when the cash box door (13) is 
opened.  
 
To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm, 
open the base access panel (11). This deactivates 
a micro-switch (14) that is depressed by the closed 
panel. 
 
Note: 
 
  
To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be 
necessary to periodically replace the battery. The 
batteries are located within the base of the alarm 
unit. 
 
 
 
Emptying the cash box 
 
The cash box may be fitted with an alarm (10). The 
alarm is triggered by the micro-switch (12) being 
released when the cash box door (13) is opened.  
To disarm the alarm; open the base access panel 
(11). This releases a second micro-switch (14) that 
deactivates the micro-switch (12).  
Unlock and open the cash box door (13). Release 
the cash box (15) by removing the clip or padlock.   
Slide the cash box out and empty. 
 
Refit in the reverse order. 
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Even with the ride disconnected from the 
power supply, the alarm will be activated. 
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Transportation 
 

Read Safety section of this manual 
and disconnect electrical power 
before moving the machine. 
 
 

 
Towing jack 
 
The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving 
the machine. 
 

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing eye. 
Insert the hook of the jack into the towing eye (21).  
Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the machine 
off its plinth. The machine can now be pulled along 
with the jack handle. 
 

Servicing 
 

Read Safety section of this manual 
and disconnect electrical power 
before opening any access panels. 
 
 

 
 
 

Headlight, bulb change 
 

To change the headlight bulb.... 
 

Remove the screws (23) retaining the lens (24). 
 

Replace the bulb (25) and re-fit the lens. 
 
 
 
Base access panel 
 

The panel (11) at the side of the base gives access 
for servicing the power supply unit (17), alarm 
(where fitted) (10) and relay (18) for motor.   
Greater access can be gained by removing the  
glass fibre cover from the base. (See the following 
page) 
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Toy & Base cover:  
removal / replacing 
 
To remove the toy (26) ........   
From under the seat, behind the timer/
contoller unit, locate the main loom 
connector block (27).   
Pull the two halves of the block apart.   
Push the base half of the loom (27) 
down through the hole in the floor of the 
toy.  
Remove the bolts (28) from under the 
mounting brackets (29). (The bolts (28) 
are screwed into captive nuts bonded 
into the floor of the toy.)   
Lift off the toy (26). 
 
 
 
To remove the base cover  (30) ......  
Remove the toy as described above.  
Remove the lock-nuts (31) and unscrew 
the screws (32) from the tapped holes in 
the brackets (35).  
With a key remove the access panel 
(11).  
Disconnect the wiring from the micro-
switch (14) that is attached to the cover.  
Release the power cable gland (33) at 
the rear of the base cover.  
Remove the screws (34) from around 
the base of the cover.  
Lift off the cover (30).   
This gives access to the rides movement 
(35). (See the following page.) 
 
 
 
Reassemble in the reverse order. 
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Movement  

 1     Angle holder 
 2     Link bar 
 3     Bearing, link bar 
 4     Main shaft 
 5     Bearing, main shaft 
 6     Bearing, crank shaft 
 7     Crank shaft assembly (two halves) 
 8     Gearbox 
 9     Belt 
10     Pulley 
11     Motor 
12    Base frame 
13    Pivot bearing 
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Game circuit board  
Beneath the seat is situated the game circuit board 
(40). The board is connected to the main loom by 
two pull apart connector blocks (35).  
On the board are situated the volume control for 
the game (36) and a 2 amp fuse (37).  
If a fault should occur with the game electronics it 
is recommended that you consult the 
manufacturer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Timer/controller 
 

The timer/controller (41) is situated beneath the 
seat beside the game circuit.  
The unit controls .... 
 

A      The duration of the ride. 
 

B      The sound effects (other than those of the 
        game). 
 

C      The price of each ride and counts the coins 
        through the coin counter. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Speaker: removal / replacing 
 

Access to both the speakers (45) can be made 
through the panel beneath the toy. In addition 
access to the left hand speaker only can be made 
by unscrewing and removing the game console 
(2). 
 

Remove the four screws (46) retaining each  
speaker (45).  
 

Disconnect the wires from the speaker. 
 

Reassemble in the reverse order. 
 

 
 
 

 



Start switch & Button switches 
 

From the front the start switch (5) & button 
switches (1) appear to be different, but from the 
rear they are of identical construction. 
 

The switches (50) are illuminated by a bulb (51). 
The bulb and a micro-switch are mounted within a 
snap-in retainer (52).  
 

The whole retainer assembly is pushed into the 
rear of the switch body (50).  
 
Bulb: replacement 
 

Switch OFF the main power supply to the machine! 
 

Gain access to the rear of the switches by 
unscrewing and removing the game panel (2).  
 

Locate the bulb retainer (52) and pull it straight out 
of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and will 
require some effort to pull out. 
 

Pull the bulb (51) from the retainer (52) and 
replace it with a new one. 
 

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the button  
switch. The tabs (X) of the switch must align with 
the slots (Y) of the retainer. Push firmly on the 
retainer until it is heard to click into place. 
 
Start and Button switches: replacement 
 

Switch OFF the main power supply to the machine! 
 

Remove the bulb retainer (52) as previously 
described. 
 

Unscrew the locking ring (53) from the back of 
switch. 
 

Withdraw the switch (50) from the console. 
 

Reassemble in the reverse order. 
 
 
 
 
Coin mechanism, removal /replacing  

Always switch OFF mains power 
before removing coin mechanism. 
Working on the coin mechanism or 
ribbon cable with power ON can 
cause damage to chips in the coin 
mechanism and timer/control unit. 

 
The coin mechanism (4) is released by the use of 
a key (6). Once released, unplug the mechanism 
from the interface unit (9).   
Note:  If  a  mechanical  coin  mechanism  is  fitted 
there will be no interface, but it will need to be 
disconnected from a micro-switch. For further 
details about the unit see the relevant coin 
mechanism section in this manual. 
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Customer operation of toy 
 
Whilst the machine is connected to a live power 
supply, but before a ride has been credited, the 
interior button switches (1, 2 & 3) flash constantly, 
while a teaser attraction sound track repeats every 
120 seconds.  
 

The ride is initiated by inserting a coin into the coin 
mechanism (4). 
 

If the timer/controller has decided that the value of 
money which was received by the coin mechanism 
was not enough to give a ride, then an oral request 
to add more money will be given and repeated 
every 30 seconds. 
 

If the value of money received by the coin 
mechanism is enough to give one or more rides, 
then the yellow start button (2) will flash, and an 
oral request to “Press Start Button” will be given. 
 

Immediately that the start button (2) has been 
pressed the toy will begin to move backwards and 
forwards on its base. Whilst in motion a constant 
background sound will be heard. 
 

All sound effects come from the speaker situated 
beneath the seat. 
 

Within the toy there is a screen (5) that displays a 
game. There are two variants of the game. The toy 
will be fitted with either..... 
 

Game A: Shows on the screen the images from a 
motorised camera mounted in the periscope (6). It 
also has additional features and sound effects. 
or 
Game B: Has no camera, but shows on the screen 
looped video clips. It also has additional sound 
effects. 
 
NOTE: The illustration on the right shows the 
console with game A using the motorised camera. 
The different games are described on the following 
page.  

When the duration of the ride has been reached, 
the toy will stop moving, and an oral message will 
be given saying that the ride has finished.  
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Weight & Dimensions 
   

  Length        170 cm   (67”) 
 

  Width            89 cm   (35”) 
 

  Height         170 cm   (67”) 
 

  Weight        125 kg  (275 lbs) 

SERVICE MANUAL  section 10.33 
 

for 

Captain Nemo 



Game A  
Before toy is credited.... 
 

An attraction sound is heard every 120 seconds, 
and the console button switches (3,7 & 9) flash. 
 
 
After the toy has been credited and the game 
becomes live....... 
 

On the screen (5) is displayed the image from a 
motorised camera mounted within the periscope. 
 

The camera is moved from side to side by the child 
using the buttons (3). 
 

The torpedo button (7), when pressed, produces 
an explosive sound, while simultaneously the light 
(8) above the screen illuminates. 
 

Additional sound effects are made by pressing 
button (9). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Game B  
Before toy is credited....  
A light  fitted in the periscope flashes constantly 
and the screen (15) displays a constantly looped 
welcoming video, plus there is an attraction sound 
every 120 seconds. 
 
 

After the toy has been credited and the game 
becomes live........... 
 

On the screen is displayed, randomly, one of four 
movie player video clips. 
 

The torpedo button (16), when pressed, produces 
an explosive sound, while simultaneously the light 
(17) above the screen illuminates. 
 

Additional sound effects are made by pressing 
button (18). 
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Maintenance 
 

Read Safety section of this manual 
and disconnect electrical power 
before opening any access panels. 
 
 

 
Alarm System  
Cancelling or disarming (where fitted)  
An alarm is fitted to protect the cash box. 
The alarm unit (25) is situated under the seat, 
behind the timer/control unit (26).   
The alarm is triggered by a micro-switch (27) that 
is released when the cash box door (28) is 
opened.  
 
To disarm, or cancel an already activated alarm, 
open the base access panel (29). This deactivates 
a micro-switch (30) that is depressed by the closed 
panel. 
 
Note: 
 
  
To maintain the reliability of the alarm, it may be 
necessary to periodically replace the battery. The 
batteries are located within the base of the alarm 
unit. 
 
 
 
 
Emptying the cash box 
 
The cash box may be fitted with an alarm. The 
alarm is triggered by the micro-switch (27) being 
released when the cash box door (28) is opened.  
To disarm the alarm, open the base access panel 
(29). This releases a second micro-switch (30) that 
deactivates the micro-switch (27).  
Unlock and open the cash box door. Release the 
cash box (31) by removing the clip or padlock.   
Slide the cash box out and empty. 
 
Refit in the reverse order. 
 
 
 
 
Credits counter 
 
The credits counter (32) is situated above the cash 
box. The counter records the number of credited 
rides given by the machine.  
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Even with the ride disconnected from the 
power supply, the alarm will be activated. 
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Transportation 
 

Read Safety section of this manual 
and disconnect electrical power 
before moving the machine. 
 
 

 
Towing jack 
 
The towing jack (20) is provided to help in moving 
the machine. 
 

Situated at the rear of the machine is a towing eye. 
Insert the hook of the jack into the towing eye (21).  
Lever the jack backwards (22) to raise the machine 
off its plinth. The machine can now be pulled along 
with the jack handle. 
 

Servicing 
 

Read Safety section of this manual 
and disconnect electrical power 
before opening any access panels. 
 
 

 
Base access panel 
 

The panel (29) at the rear of the base will give 
access for servicing the power supply units, relay 
and filter. Greater access can be gained by 
removing the glass fibre cover (35) from the base. 
(See page  10.33.7) 
 
 

 
Coin mechanism, removal /replacing  

Always switch OFF mains power 
before removing coin mechanism. 
Working on the coin mechanism or 
ribbon cable with power ON can 
cause damage to chips in the coin 
mechanism and timer/control unit. 

 
The coin mechanism (4) is released by the use of 
a key (4A). Once released, unplug the mechanism 
from the interface unit (36).   
Note:  If  a  mechanical  coin  mechanism  is  fitted 

there will be no interface, but it will need to 
be disconnected from a micro-switch. For 
further details about the unit see the relevant 
coin mechanism section in this manual. 
 

 
 

 
 



Speaker: removal / replacing 
 

Gain access to the rear of the speaker (38) by 
unlocking and removing the timer/controller (41) as 
described below. 
 

Remove the four screws (39) retaining the 
speaker.  
 

Disconnect the wires from the speaker. 
 

Reassemble in the reverse order. 
 
 
 
 
Timer/controller: removal / replacing 
 

The timer/controller is situated beneath the seat. 
 

With the key (40), remove the timer/controller (41) 
and disconnect it from its plug (42). 
 
 
 
 
 
Periscope camera 
 

The camera is moved from side to side by a motor 
(46). 
 

The travel of the camera is controlled by two stop 
switches (47). 
 

In front of the camera is a cover (48). The cover is 
painted black except for a narrow slit that gives 
vision to the camera. 
 

The whole assembly is mounted in the body of the 
periscope (49). 
 
 
 
 
 
Behind the screen (5) are fastened the relays (50) 
that control the camera’s side to side travel. 
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Important  
When the ride is delivered from the factory the 
periscope is not attached to the roof.   
It is wrapped separately along with three screws 
and a allan key. These are stored on the seat of 
the toy.  
To install the periscope; connect the periscope 
wiring block to the loom through the hole in the 
roof. The periscope is then fastened to the roof 
using the screws and allan key.  



Non camera screen  
With the game that is not fitted with a camera the 
video clips shown on the screen are not connected 
to the button switches. 
 

Behind the screen (95) is the Movie Player. This 
produces four randomly played video clips. 
 

Below the Movie Player is the PCB control board 
(96). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Start switch & Button switches 
 

From the front the start switch (55) & four button 
switches (56) appear to be different, but from the 
rear they are of identical construction. 
 

The switches (57) are illuminated by a bulb (58). 
The bulb and a micro-switch are mounted within a 
snap-in retainer (59).  
 

The whole retainer assembly is pushed into the 
rear of the switch body (57).  
 
Bulb: replacement 
 

Switch OFF the main power supply to the machine! 
 

Gain access to the rear of the switches by 
unscrewing and removing the panels (4) on which 
they are mounted. 
 

Locate the bulb retainer (59) and pull it straight out 
of the switch. The retainer is a tight fit and will 
require some effort to pull out. 
 

Pull the bulb (58) from the retainer (59) and 
replace it with a new one. 
 

Refit the retainer/bulb into the back of the button  
switch. The tabs (X) of the switch must align with 
the slots (Y) of the retainer. Push firmly on the 
retainer until it is heard to click into place. 
 
Start and Button switches: replacement 
 

Switch OFF the main power supply to the machine! 
 

Remove the bulb retainer (59) as previously 
described. 
 

Unscrew the locking ring (60) from the back of 
switch. 
 

Withdraw the switch (57) from its panel (4) the 
console. 
 

Reassemble in the reverse order. 
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Base cover: removal / replacing 
 

Remove the rear panel (65). 
 

Remove the wires from the micro-switch (66). 
 

Within the base unit, release the loom from the 
cradle clip (C) by removing the rubber strap. 
 

Place on the floor a padded mat (67) large enough 
to take the machine when it is laid on its side. 
 

Carefully lay the machine down on the mat. 
 

Release the power cable gland (68). 
 

The glass fibre cover (35) is fastened to the base 
frame by four screws (69). 
 

Remove the four screws (69) and the support strip 
(70). 
 

Pull the cover (35) clear of the machine. 
 

The machine can now be stood upright. 
 

This gives access to: 
                    Gearbox (75) 
                    Belt (76) 
                    Motor (77) 
                    Crank (78) 
                    Main power supply (P.S.) unit (79) 
                    Screen power supply (P.S.) unit (80) 
                    Solid state relay for motor (81) 
                    Frame, sliding (82) 
                    Frame, base (83) 
                    Mains filter (where fitted) (84) 
                    Power cable (85) 
Refit cover in the reverse order. 
 
 

 
Toy from base: removal / replacing 
 

Switch the toy (90) ON and drive it as far forward 
on its base as it will travel. Stop the toy at its 
furthest point forward.  
 

Disconnect the power supply. 
 

If possible, place the complete ride on a work 
bench.  
 

Remove the timer/controller from under the seat of 
the toy. Through this opening, locate the loom 
main terminal block. Disconnect the terminal block 
by pulling its two halves apart. 
 

Push the base half of the terminal block through 
the hole in the floor of the toy. 
 

Remove the two front nuts (92) from under the 
sliding frame. (The nuts are screwed onto bolts 
that are bonded into the floor of the toy.) 
 

Remove from the base the rear panel (93). 
 

From inside the rear of the base, remove the two 
nuts (94) from under the sliding frame. 
 

Carefully lift the toy (90) off the base. 
 

Reassemble the toy to the base in the reverse 
order. 
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